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About the Cover

The cover shows the three primary activities of the UNAVCO facility requested in this 
proposal. These are support of NSF-EAR and NSF Office and Polar Programs individual 
investigator research and the NASA Global GNSS Network (GGN). The pictures show a 
GGN station on Easter Island, campaign GPS measurements in the Galapagos Islands, and 
GPS permanent station operation at Mt. Erebus, Antarctica.
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UNAVCO:  Enabling next generation geodesy for innovation,  
        discovery, and learning

UNAVCO Management Overview

1.  Introduction
Th e National Science Foundation directly funds the 
activities of the UNAVCO Consortium through 
cooperative agreements, with supporting sponsorship 
from NASA and other federal agencies. Awards before 
2003 in support the geodesy facility, known prior to 
incorporation as the University Navstar Consortium, 
were made under other organizational structures 
including CIRES and UCAR.  Th is document provides 
context for the midterm review of the second fi ve-
year Community and Facility Cooperative Agreement 
(2008-2012) between the National Science Foundation 
(NSF) and UNAVCO, Inc.  Th e review is scheduled 
for January 2010, and is required by the NSF plan 
for the future of EAR facilities that was approved 
by the National Science Board.  Reference materials 
complement this report.   Th ese include:

Positioning UNAVCO – Advancing Science through 
Geodesy (UNAVCO Strategic Plan 2009 – 2013):  
Th e community strategic plan that guides the activities 
of the Facility and Consortium on behalf of the science 
community.  

Five-Year Proposals: UNAVCO programs that 
facilitate geoscience research and education using 
geodesy have been funded through two generations of 
fi ve-year Cooperative Agreements with NSF.  Each of 
these agreements has been based on a comprehensive 
proposal of the scientifi c rationale for UNAVCO core 
programs.  Th e proposals detail the work needed to 
support the science plan; the governance, organizational 
and management structure under which the consortium 
and facilities operate; and the investments in 
equipment and facilities, as well as their operation and 
maintenance.  Th e proposals include comprehensive 
plans for integration of support from a number of 
sponsors; the awards are negotiated and managed NSF 

EAR Instrumentation and Facilities on behalf of several 
sponsors within and outside of NSF.  Each proposal 
presents the scientifi c rationale for UNAVCO core 
programs and the activities required to meet emerging 
science community priorities and needs. In addition 
to a detailed description of UNAVCO facilities and 
programs, these proposals highlight community 
contributions of science results that UNAVCO 
supports through a series of “science briefs” – one page 
summaries of numerous science investigations that made 
use of UNAVCO equipment pool, data center, fi eld 
engineering support, community data sets, or education 
and outreach resources. 

Annual Program Plans and Budgets: As part of the 
procedures specifi ed in the Cooperative Agreement, 
UNAVCO is required to provide NSF with an Annual 
Report that describes the activities and expenditures for 
the past year, with a Program Plan and Budget for the 
community and facility activities planned for 

MISSION
UNAVCO, a non-profi t university-governed consortium, 
facilitates geoscience research and education using geodesy.

VISION
We challenge ourselves to transform human understanding of 
the changing Earth by enabling the integration of innovative 
technologies, open geodetic observations, and research, from 
pole to pole.

In order to advance understanding of Earth processes, two major 
scientifi c challenges face UNAVCO’s research and education 
community:
    To understand the dynamic evolution of the lithosphere, 

cryosphere, hydrosphere, and atmosphere on temporal scales 
spanning seconds to millennia.

    To investigate the processes that control natural hazards, 
including earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanic eruptions, and long 
term changes in climate, ice mass, global sea level, and coastal 
subsidence.
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UNAVCO Management Overview

the following year.  Th is plan is developed in close 
consultation between UNAVCO and its sponsors, in the 
context of the fi ve-year plan that formed the basis for 
the overarching award, and is informed by UNAVCO 
governance.

 Th e annual plan forms the basis for ongoing funding of 
UNAVCO programs under a specifi c award.

Other reference documents
Community & Facility proposals
Annual program plans & budgets
Annual reports from the current award
EarthScope Proposal

In addition to the annual and fi ve-year reviews by NSF, 
UNAVCO programs undergo continual evaluation 
and evolution through input from the university 
research community and Consortium members. Th is 
community review and oversight takes place through the 
UNAVCO governance, community strategic planning, 

and member participation in UNAVCO activities and 
meetings. Th e activities of the Consortium and the state 
of the UNAVCO facilities are communicated to the 
membership through the UNAVCO list service, web 
site, and Annual Meeting.

UNAVCO has many faces:  the institutional 
membership of the Consortium, the science and 
education communities they represent, its governance 
and the organizational support of facilities and 
programs. Th is document does not contain detailed 
descriptions of either the technical aspects of the 
facilities or the scientifi c results that have emerged from 
their use. Further information is available at www.
unavco.org.

UNAVCO ORIGINS AND INCORPORATION

UNAVCO, a non-profi t university-governed consortium, facilitates geoscience research and education using geodesy.   
On behalf of its members and sponsors, UNAVCO operates research and education support facilities and programs under a 
non-profi t corporate structure. 

Founded in 1984 as the University NAVSTAR Consortium under auspices of the Cooperative Institute for Research in 
Environmental Sciences (CIRES) at the University of Colorado, UNAVCO moved in 1992 to the University Corporation for 
Atmospheric Research (UCAR) as its administrative home.   More recently, UNAVCO has undergone major changes to better 
serve an expanding user community. Since April 2001, UNAVCO has been an independent, Colorado non-profi t, 501 (c) (3) 
corporation. For a one-year period, beginning in 2002, UCAR/UNAVCO and UNAVCO, Inc. both existed.  In October of 2003, 
the UNAVCO Facility moved from the UCAR, where it had been hosted for more than a decade, to independent management 
under UNAVCO, Inc.  This move, precipitated by the need for UNAVCO’s leadership in the EarthScope initiative, resulted in 
greater involvement and direction from the university Earth science community UNAVCO serves and has led to strong growth 
in the UNAVCO Consortium (Figure 1).  With 91 member and 70 associate member institutions today, UNAVCO serves most 
major U.S. universities and research laboratories involved in Earth deformation research as well as a signifi cant international 
community of universities and observatories that share UNAVCO’s mission.

As part of its fundamental mission, UNAVCO supports education to meet the needs of the community and the public. 
UNAVCO has its headquarters in Boulder, Colorado, where it manages the UNAVCO Facility, Plate Boundary Observatory, 
and Education and Outreach programs. In October 2003, funding for UCAR/UNAVCO ended and the staff and equipment 
of UCAR/UNAVCO moved to UNAVCO, Inc. The objective of this change was to provide the UNAVCO community with 
control over UNAVCO resources and activities with no additional cost to the community. UNAVCO, Inc. adopted the former 
acronym as its offi cial name when it incorporated.
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UNAVCO Management Overview

2.  UNAVCO Management
 Strategic Investment in NSF Priorities
UNAVCO programs and facilities are strategically 
managed to a plan aligned with NSF strategies for 
Investing in America’s Future (2006-2011 NSF Strategic 
Plan).  Th ese priorities draw directly from the NSF 
vision statement:

Advancing discovery, innovation and education 
beyond the frontiers of current knowledge,                

and empowering future generations                             
in science and engineering.

With new leadership at the onset of the current 
Cooperative Agreement in 2008, the UNAVCO Board 
of Directors and other key members of the UNAVCO 
governance and community developed a plan to guide 
strategic direction and ongoing resource allocation for 
facility management.  

Th e development of this plan engaged the community at 
every step.  Strategic planning began in October 2007 in 
a forum with two advisory committees, the board, and 
UNAVCO senior managers; UNAVCO’s mission was 
reframed to refl ect an expanded disciplinary focus, newly 
available geodetic techniques, and the full integration of 
UNAVCO Education and Outreach activities.  

Th e results of the March 2008 UNAVCO Science 
Workshop were also explicitly considered in the 
planning process. Th e refi ned mission and disciplinary 
focus guided the selection of the Strategic Planning 
Committee.  In May of 2008, a large and diverse 
committee of 20 members developed a draft document 
through a formal, facilitated strategic planning 
process.  After further work by the president and board, 
community review was sought over four months through 
e-mail, discussion, a moderated forum, and a panel 
that included senior UNAVCO scientists and leaders.   
Th rough these venues, dozens of responses guided the 
board and president in signifi cant refi nements of the 
fi nal document, which was approved by the board in 
October 2008.

Th is document guides UNAVCO staff  in setting 
both short-term and long-term priorities.  Annual 
management priorities are shaped each year through 
board and management action planning, and set by 
vetting of the annual plan with the sponsor.

UNAVCO’S CORE VALUES

In order to accomplish our mission of research and education, as a 
community and science support  organization, we hold these values:

Advancement of community science goals
Excellence in science, service, and education
Open access to data products and scientifi c exchange
Data preservation and stewardship
Effi cient and effective use of resources
Strong service ethic and “can do” attitude
Transparent community governance
Scientifi c and professional integrity
Diversity of scientifi c, educational, and social perspectives

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strategic Plan

2 0 0 9 - 2 0 1 3

We challenge ourselves

to transform human understanding

of the changing Earth byenabling the 

integration of innovative technologies,

open geodetic observations,and 

research, from pole to pole.

POSITIONING UNAVCO ADVANCING SCIENCE THROUGH GEODESY
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3.  Th e Consortium, its Governance and Accountability
UNAVCO governance and management provide the 
interface between the scientifi c community, funding 
agencies, and UNAVCO programs.  A community 
engaged in governance ensures close involvement of the 
research community in the development of UNAVCO 
facilities, focusing science talent on a common purpose.  
Community involvement supports broad participation 
and eff ective oversight of UNAVCO programs. Each 
year, more than 50 scientists, primarily drawn from the 
91 Member institutions, participate in the governance 
and oversight of UNAVCO management through its 
standing and advisory committees, plus ad hoc advisory 
groups.  Th ese scientists work with a professional staff  
led by the President, Director of Program Support 
Services, and three Program Directors to administer 
UNAVCO programs.  Program advisory committees 
also work closely with the project management staff  
within their areas of responsibility.

As an academic consortium, UNAVCO Member 
institutions provide advice and direction on UNAVCO 
activities.  Th rough ongoing interactions with scientists 
at member institutions as well as workshops, annual 
meetings, symposia, and short courses, the research 
community interacts with UNAVCO and, through 
the Consortium, articulates its evolving science agenda 
and the consequent needs and opportunities.  From the 
strengths and passions of its members, UNAVCO sets 
direction for its support of transformative geoscience 
research using geodesy and serves as the conduit for the 
community science agenda.

As the National Earth Science Geodetic Support Facility, 
UNAVCO works closely with the Division of Earth 
Sciences to develop a program focused on the support 
of facilities on which NSF-funded geodetic research is 
based. Th rough Cooperative Agreement, NSF provides 
funding with which UNAVCO operates the UNAVCO 
Facility with several program elements:  NSF Earth 
Sciences, NSF Polar Programs (Arctic and Antarctic), 
NASA IGS (International /GNSS Service) and GGN 

(Global GNSS Network), and support from other 
agencies such as the USGS for acquisition of InSAR 
data sets and similar eff orts.  UNAVCO programs 
also include the Plate Boundary Observatory (under 
a separate award from EAR EarthScope program) and 
UNAVCO Education and Outreach (with a hybrid of 
direct and indirect-funded program elements).  From 
time to time, NSF, NASA, USGS, and NOAA augment 
certain core-funded program activities, when the reach 
of a particular program or resource can be expanded 
through a well-defi ned enhancement.   Under the 
Cooperative Agreement, UNAVCO programs are fi rst 
and foremost accountable to NSF’s Earth Sciences 
Directorate; augmentations are most commonly funded 
as supplements to the Cooperative Agreement.  In some 
cases, work is augmented through related awards, and 
this is carefully coordinated with the cognizant NSF 
program offi  cer.

As a corporation, UNAVCO provides NSF the fi scal, 
compliance, and legal structures for stable operation of 
UNAVCO facilities and programs, and a mechanism 
for developing programs and facilities to support the 
science vision of its community. Th rough its professional 
staff  and governance structure, UNAVCO provides 
continuity in institutional and personnel resources for 
operational and developmental activities.

3.1 CONSORTIUM MEMBERSHIP
UNAVCO is an academic consortium constituted of 
member institutions that share its purpose:  

 “….to support and promote scholarly research involving 
the application of high precision geodetic and strain 
techniques such as the Global Positioning System (GPS) 
to Earth science and other related fi elds of study.”

Th ere are two classes of Membership:  fully vested 
Member institutions that participate in all aspects 
of UNAVCO governance, and Associate member 
institutions that share UNAVCO’s purpose but do 

UNAVCO Management Overview
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not qualify as an educational or non-profi t institution 
chartered in the United States and its Territories.

Th e Associate Membership constitutes a global geodesy 
community, but with limited roles in formal governance.  
In practice, this division invests the NSF investigator 
community with the powers of consortium governance.

Th e consortium functions fi rst and foremost as a 
professional community committed to transformative 
science and education involving geodesy.  Faculty, 
researchers, and students participate in (1) developing 
and executing community science proposals and 
awards, (2) sharing results through the biennial 
UNAVCO Science Workshop, in topical sessions in 
other professional venues, by publication, and through 
interactions with policy makers and emergency response 
professionals; (3) frequent workshops for geodesy 
science planning and advancement, (4) short courses for 
professional development, (5) curriculum innovation, 
mentored student internships, and other educational 

programs that support national workforce development, 
and (6) collaboration among members and with the 
UNAVCO facilities for application of new geodetic 
technologies. 

UNAVCO, a 501 (c) (3) not-for-profi t corporation, 
was incorporated in the State of Colorado in 2001, and 

MEMBERSHIP
An educational or nonprofi t institution (or a department or 
other division of such an institution) chartered in the United 
States and its Territories may become a Member of the 
Corporation if it has a continuing commitment to scholarly 
research involving the application of high precision geodetic 
and strain techniques to Earth science or other related fi elds 
of study. Such institutions must be willing to make a clear 
and continuing commitment to active participation in the 
activities of the Corporation, including governance, and its 
programs and facilities. Before an institution may be selected 
to membership in the Corporation, it must have fi led an 
application for membership with the Board of Directors, in 
accordance with the procedures and the schedule established 
by the Board of Directors from time to time.
    --UNAVCO Bylaws
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Figure 2.  UNAVCO Associate Member profi le since 
incorporation.  UNAVCO’s Associate Member institutions 
are found on every continent except Antarctica. Th e 
Associate Members share UNAVCO’s purpose and form a 
global community for scientists who may be geographically 
and professionally isolated.  Th is community is instrumental 
in partnerships with UNAVCO investigators who are 
working around the world.
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Figure 1.  UNAVCO Member profi le since 
incorporation.   Universities are UNAVCO’s primary 
Member institutions. Member Carnegie classifi cations 
demonstrate UNAVCO’s reach to major research 
universities, comprehensive Master’s granting 
universities, as well as a growing base of selective 
undergraduate liberal arts institutions with research 
active faculty and students  Th e Minority Serving 
Institutions status also has steadily diversifi ed to include 
High Hispanic Enrollment designated institutions as 
well as UNAVCO’s fi rst HBCU, Howard University, in 
2010.  Expanded activities in hydrology and Terrestrial 
Laser Scanning are expected to result in continued 
growth and diversifi cation.

     “So in essence, while I can’t show up for UNAVCO meetings, I want to 
express my gratitude to UNAVCO for keeping up such a great support 
network, especially for those of us in far fl ung areas of the world, who 
need a little help sometimes to realize our scientifi c goals.” 

            - Patricia Mothes
 Instituto Geofísico, Escuela Politecnica National, Ecuador
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received its fi rst full Cooperative Agreements in 2003.  
Elections for the Board of Directors are held at the 
Annual Meeting of the Members, typically in December 
of each year at the American Geophysical Union 
Meeting in San Francisco.   

Member powers include Board nominations and 
elections, revisions to the by-laws, and calling of 
special meetings. Th e Board of Directors reviews and 
develops UNAVCO programs and activities, appoints 
members to the standing and advisory committees, 
approve community policies, provide oversight of fi scal 
matters and corporate management, participate in the 
development and review of new proposals, guide annual 
program plans and budgets, and transact other business 
of the Board. 

Appendix I contains a list of the 2010 Board of 
Directors, 91 Member institutions of the Consortium, 
and 70 Associate Member organizations.

3.2  CONSORTIUM GOVERNANCE & 
ACCOUNTABILITY

UNAVCO is governed by a Board of Directors and a 
committee structure that provides for oversight of key 
programmatic and organizational issues. 

Th e seven-member UNAVCO Board of Directors 
provides governance and oversight of the corporation on 
behalf of the 91 Member institutions. Board members 
may serve up to two successive two-year terms.  Five 
Institutional Directors come from Member institutions 
– either as a Member Representative or otherwise for-
mally affi  liated with the Member; two At-large Directors 
may be affi  liated with a Member (although not as the 
Member Representative) or may be nominated to bring 
outside organizational, management, or other needed 
perspectives to the board (Appendix 1).

Th e board sets organizational goals and approves 
community policies, reviews proposals, proposal 
budgets, and annual indirect budget plans; appoints 
members to advisory and standing committees and 
directs the work of the President, who in turn manages 
UNAVCO’s staff  on behalf of the consortium.  Th e 
board meets face-to-face three or four times each year, 
and more frequently by teleconference. Th e Board 

undertakes regular professional development activities at 
each regular meeting in order to ensure best practices in 
its oversight role.

Committees are established and charged in the 
bylaws, by action of the board or, in some cases, 
by management.  Th e Nominating Committee – a 
committee of the members – develops the ballot for 
board and nominating committee elections.  Th e Audit 
and Finance Committee oversees corporate fi nancial 
management functions and advises the board on these 
matters.  Th e Membership Committee advises the board 
on issues pertaining to membership.  Th ese committees 
are all named in the bylaws.

Th e board has established program oversight through 
advisory committees for each of the three major 
programs:  UNAVCO Facility, Plate Boundary 
Observatory, and Education and Outreach Advisory 
Committees (Appendix 2).  Th ese committees review 
policies and eff ectiveness of each program in meeting 
its commitments to the user community and achieving 
the goals set in the UNAVCO Strategic Plan.  Each 
committee (Appendix I) is established by and formally 
reports to the board, but also advises UNAVCO 
management.

Other committees of the board refl ect special initiatives 
or program needs: the WInSAR Executive Committee 
(WInSAR has selected UNAVCO as its umbrella 
organization, and is working towards integrations 
of its activities in UNAVCO awards), the SAFOD 
Advisory Committee oversees SAFOD O&M 
subawards (currently managed by UNAVCO), and 
the Polar Networks Science Committee which is a 
joint committee of the boards of UNAVCO and IRIS 
(Incorporated Research Institutions of Seismology; a 
sister facility).

Consortium governance strengthens the community and 
the purpose of the organization.  Appendix I documents 
the history of committee and board membership since 
incorporation in 2001, and attests to the breadth of 
participatory governance.
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C o m m u n i t y  T o o l b o x

GGOS   Global Geodetic Observing System – the global network of  ground based 
geodetic stations that provide key infrastructure for all high precision studies by 
observing the Earth’s shape, gravity fi eld, and rotation, and their variation with 
time.

GPS    Global Positioning System – a geodetic technique that relies on satellites for 
positioning and yields precise measurement of  earth and ice deformation, as well 
as imaging of  the atmosphere.

GNSS   Global Navigation Satellite Systems – the general term for satellite navigation 
systems that provide geospatial positioning with global coverage, such as GPS, 
the European Galileo, and the Russian GLONASS system

.
InSAR   Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar – a technique that differences pairs 

of  radar images to map deforming zones such as faults, volcanoes, glaciers, and 
aquifers or oil fi elds.

LiDAR   Light Detection and Ranging – airborne laser imaging that provides exquisitely-
detailed topographic data sets and reveals topography through vegetation.

TLS    Terrestrial Laser Scanner – ground-based LiDAR, in which the instrument is 
mounted on a tripod rather than an airplane, providing very high-resolution 
imaging of  smaller areas.

Strainmeter, Tiltmeter, Seismometer
   Borehole Strainmeter – measures the change in shape of  a borehole at 

approximately 250 m depth with sensitivity at the scale of  one ten-millionth of  a 
human hair.

   Long Baseline Laser Strainmeter – optically detects very small changes in baseline 
length across a 500 m baseline above the ground and close to a fault.

   Seismometer – measures ground deformation at very high frequencies with great 
sensitivity and is colocated with a borehole strainmeter in the Plate Boundary 
Observatory.

   Tiltmeter – measures the changing inclination of  the Earth’s surface over time at 
the micro-radian scale.
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UNAVCO Programs

UNAVCO currently comprises three programs:  
UNAVCO Facility, Plate Boundary Observatory, and 
Education and Outreach Programs.  Each program 
is led by a director, who oversees a mix of projects in 
the area of program responsibility.  Project managers 
typically manage a focused scope of work that provides 
for accountability to individual sponsor programs or a 
well-defi ned set of capabilities.  Certain 
activities, such as the Data Center, 
short courses for geodesy professionals, 
geodetic imaging, and development 
and testing, are by their very nature 
crosscutting.  UNAVCO continues to 
refi ne strategies to support effi  ciency 
and eff ectiveness in managing projects 
or activities that have multiple 
revenue streams and complex lines of 
accountability.

4.1  THE UNAVCO 
FACILITY PROGRAM

Th e UNAVCO Community and 
Facility Cooperative Agreement (CA) 
funds the UNAVCO Facility’s core 
activities for NSF EAR, NASA, and 
NSF Offi  ce of Polar Programs (OPP 
Arctic and Antarctic). UNAVCO 
provides support to the solid Earth and 
Polar research investigators that make up the UNAVCO 
community. Principal activities of the UNAVCO 
Facility include provision of specialized geodetic fi eld 
instrumentation through community equipment pools, 
engineering services, data and archiving services, and 
education and outreach support to Principal Investigator 
EAR, OPP, and Community projects.  UNAVCO 
also supports an international GNSS infrastructure 
that provides data to enable high precision scientifi c 
applications. Principal components of this support 
include operation of NASA’s Global GNSS Network 
(with JPL), and technical services for the International 
GNSS Service (IGS). By supporting these activities, 
UNAVCO assures availability of a high-quality global 

data set to develop a high-precision geodetic reference 
frame and satellite orbital and clock parameters that 
are used by nearly every high-precision GNSS geodetic 
project in the world. With Facility support, UNAVCO 
Community investigators study earthquake processes, 
mantle properties, active magmatic systems, global plate 
tectonics, plate boundary zone deformation, intraplate 

deformation, hydrology, glacial isostatic 
adjustment, global geodesy, global 
change, and polar processes. Th ese 
scientifi c investigations are sampled 
in research briefs (one-pagers) that are 
included in the Facility and Community 
proposal found at: http://www.unavco.
org/pubs_reports/proposals/proposals.
html.

Th e UNAVCO Facility in Boulder, 
Colorado, is organized into two primary 
activities, Engineering Services and Data 
Services. Th e Facility Engineering Group 
provides project management, planning, 
installation, operations and maintenance 
of continuous GPS networks around the 
globe. Th e Facility also provides state-of-
the-art GPS/GNSS and Terrestrial Laser 
Scanning (TLS) equipment for campaign 
surveys and provides fi eld engineering 
services upon request. Engineers and 

technicians also undertake technology development, 
testing, and systems integration to support new project 
demands and to keep abreast of new technologies on 
behalf of the geodesy community. 

4.  UNAVCO Programs

**NEWS FLASH **
UNAVCO negotiated pricing for 
acquisition of 1,100 GPS systems 
during the 5-year period of PBO 
construction at approximately 
24% of full commercial 
pricing.  During the same 5-
year interval, an additional 
1,500 systems were acquired 
for Member universities under 
the same advantageous pricing.  
In aggregate, this represents 
savings of more that $32M 
during the PBO-pricing interval.  
Aggressive pricing continues to 
be available to UNAVCO and its 
Members through a number of 
vendors.

Global Navigation Satellite Systems

UNAVCO’s legacy core competency is support of implementation 
of global Positioning System (GPS) observational capabilities 
to characterize Earth deformation.  GPS is now just one 
constellation among several Global Navigation Satellite Systems 
(GNSS); UNAVCO continues to primarily support GpS with 
lesser activities in other GNSS (specifi cally GLONASS).  Thus, 
in this report, we will commonly refer to GPS alone or GPS/
GNSS in combination for the relevant activities.
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Curation, preservation, and distribution of data are an 
integral part of the Facility’s Data Group responsibilities.  
Th e Data Group services include data management and 
archiving of GPS data and data products, InSAR, and 
TLS data. Th e Facility also contributes signifi cantly 
to education and outreach supporting the UNAVCO 
Education and Outreach (EO) program and PI projects.

4.1.1  SUPPORT OF UNIVERSITY INVESTIGATIONS 
IN EARTH SCIENCES

Building on a legacy that began in 1984, UNAVCO 
provides Earth science researchers with pooled geodetic 
resources that include equipment, engineering services, 
data management, and technical support at no 
additional cost to individual NSF-funded PI projects. 
University investigators use a combination of campaign, 
semi-permanent, and permanent GPS observation 
strategies optimized to specifi c scientifi c applications and 
practical constraints. As a consequence of low-cost high 
quality GPS receivers, due in large part to UNAVCO-
negotiated Member pricing, UNAVCO and its members 
have been able to acquire an unprecedented number 
of receivers. Larger receiver data storage capacity, lower 
power requirements and smaller physical size allow 
investigators to deploy instruments in larger numbers 
and for longer periods of time. Longer occupations 
also allow for better characterization of systematic 
errors, increased precision, and the ability to capture 
time-dependent signals. As the numbers of stations 
and receivers involved in projects has grown, so has 
the complexity of deployments and the need for expert 
UNAVCO technical support. Th e Facility continues 
to upgrade and improve the equipment pool and to 
streamline and enhance permanent station operations 
and maintenance.

UNAVCO has acquired and specially outfi tted a pool of 
“semi-permanent”, self-contained GPS systems that are 
easily deployed for months to several years. Such surveys 
are commonly used to capture post-seismic deformation 
or to make longer-term measurements in remote areas 
where data communications are not possible, and data 
from these systems are typically manually downloaded 
in the fi eld. Permanent stations are often used for 
long-term high precision measurements such as the 

Basin and Range where deformation rates are very slow. 
Continuous operations are essential to capture certain 
time-variant phenomena such as episodic tremor and 
slip or volcano deformation.

UNAVCO has several primary metrics to analyze its 
resource requirements and to measure performance.  
Th e fi rst metric is the number of projects requesting 
equipment loans, campaign support, or permanent 
station fi eld installation or maintenance support.  Th e 
second is the number of permanent stations receive 
operations and data management support, and the third 
is the size and usage of the equipment pool  Projections 
were made in the proposal for the Cooperative 
Agreement based upon base demands at the time.  
Figure 3 shoes the total number of projects UNAVCO 
has supported.  Overall the numbers of EAR/
Community projects supported were fairly constant over 
the period anticipated in the proposal.  

Project support begins when an investigator submits a 
support request through an online form. Th is process 
initiates a series of actions by UNAVCO to evaluate 
the request, assign responsibilities, and follow up with 
the investigator. Standardized information is gathered 
as a basis for defi ning support requirements and 
assigning resources and staff .  PIs are encouraged to 
contact UNAVCO as early in the proposal development 
process as possible. Th e principal objective of this 

Figure 3.  2004 – 2012 NSF-EAR Project Support, proposed and 
actual.  Composite bars show proposal estimates for anticipated 
projects, including NSF-EAR and community funded projects.  
Actuals (dashed line) have exceeded or tracked annual estimates.
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early UNAVCO involvement is to help PIs develop 
cost eff ective plans for achieving scientifi c objectives. 
Technical, procedural and equipment training are 
provided as needed.

UNAVCO continues to provide the best available GPS 
equipment as well as repair services for community-
owned receivers and technical support to users. 
UNAVCO has added approximately 65 receivers per 
year to its campaign pools (Figure 4). Th ese are available 
for short and long term loans. Several NSF programs 
have contributed to receiver pool acquisition, including 
EAR/IF, OPP, and EarthScope. Economies of scale are 
realized by managing this equipment in a shared fashion. 
Although each sub-pool is managed for fi rst priority 
access by specifi c investigations by sponsor, equipment is 
shared whenever practical and the pools are maintained 
together to help reduce overall equipment maintenance 
and handling costs. Th e UNAVCO EAR and EAR-
OPP receiver pools have seen an average utilization of 
80-100% per year. Th e EAR-Earthscope pool has seen a 

steady increase in its utilization for the past several years.

Th e UNAVCO facility has similarly supported a steady 
increase in the number of permanent stations installed, 
operated, and maintained (Figure 5).  UNAVCO’s 
participation in permanent station installation and 
O&M is typically performed in close collaboration 
with university investigators. Facility engineers often 
provide UNAVCO technical support remotely via 
phone and e-mail, handling 200-300 support requests 
a year.  UNAVCO has established special pricing with a 
number of manufacturers who supply equipment that is 
commonly used and supported within the community. 
Th ese arrangements allow UNAVCO members to 
take advantage of discounts that may not otherwise 
be available. Th e lower cost of equipment has made it 
possible to install many more stations than in previous 
periods. For investigations involving permanent or 
semi-permanent occupation modes, UNAVCO helps to 
develop plans to monitor network data fl ow. UNAVCO 
often assumes a fi rst-response troubleshooting role 
and works in conjunction with the PI to support 
any required infi eld maintenance. Actual UNAVCO 
engineer travel to the fi eld is funded through PI projects. 
UNAVCO also provides equipment repairs for PIs with 
typically more than 150 receiver and antenna repairs 
made a year ranging from processing RMAs with the 
manufacturer to making board-level repairs in-house.  

Figure 5.  Permanent station Operations & Maintenance support 
for NSF-EAR investigators.  Actuals (dashed line) closely track 
projections (red bars).

Figure 4.  UNAVCO receiver pool and utilization.

Th e combined EAR/OPP pool has grown from 466 
receivers to 616, well exceeding initial 2008 projections 
(black line) due to increased supplementary funding and 
community project demand. Utilization increases are due 
to longer period deployments (reducing turnaround time 
at UNAVCO) and to effi  ciencies in preparation time at 
the Facility in Boulder. Th e community usage of the pool 
is near 100% for the OPP    pool, typically ~80% for the 
EAR I&F, pool and now ~60% for the NSF-EarthScope 
pool.
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AFRICA ARRAY GPS NETWORK
Principal Investigators (PIs): Prof. Andy Nyblade (Penn State University), Prof. Eric Calais (Purdue University), Meghan 
Miller and Charles Meertens (UNAVCO)
International Partners: University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, and The Council for Geoscience, South Africa.
Field Engineers: Sarah Doelger, Project Manager: Jim Normandeau (UNAVCO) 
Funding Source: The American Recovery and Reinvestment act, NSF Major Research Instrumentation (MRI)

 

AfricaArray, initialized in 2004, is a project that aims to establish research and training programs in the geosciences for Africans, within 
Africa. The continent is rich in mineral, petroleum, and geothermal resources and demand for trained geoscientists to manage these 
resources is growing. To address this growing need, AfricaArray is developing specialized education, training and research programs 
involving universities and institutions in the US, Africa, and Europe. Although the project ultimately intends to expand its training model 
to include many geoscience fi elds, the current focus has been on geophysics. In particular, seismic and geodetic observatories are being 
installed throughout the continent. The addition of meteorological sensors at GPS sites allows for additional atmospheric applications. 

UNAVCO’s role in the project began in 2009. UNAVCO opened a call to the PI community for concepts for collaborative MRI 
proposals sponsored by UNAVCO. The AfricaArray proposal concept, with Andy Nyblade as lead PI, was selected by UNAVCO and 
a successful proposal written and funded. UNAVCO purchased equipment and materials for 20 permanent stations and in August 2010 
provided engineering support for the installation of the fi rst six continuously operating GPS stations in the countries of Botswana, 
Namibia, Zambia, and Malawi. These installations also served as training sessions for AfricaArray collaborators from the University 
of Witwatersrand and the Council for Geoscience in South Africa. These individuals will be responsible for the installation of 19 
additional GPS sites later this year at various locations around the continent. With one exception, the six sites installed were co-located 
with AfricaArray seismic stations. These sites are on the properties of public and private institutions including local geologic surveys, 
meteorology offi ces, and universities. GPS data will contribute to the African-led African Reference Frame (AFREF).

•

•
•
•

S C I E N C E  H I G H L I G H T

The primary fi eld team for the UNAVCO-supported GPS installations 
and training. From left to right, Zibusiso Gumede (University of 
Witwatersrand, South Africa), Sarah Doelger (UNAVCO), and 
Robert Kometsi (Council for Geosciences, South Africa). Mr. 
Gumede will be continuing with GPS installations in Ghana and 
Cameroon in October.

Winstone Kapanje (left), a local collaborator with the Geologic 
Survey of Malawi in Zomba, helps to install the GPS antenna 
on the roof of the Survey offi ce building. Fred Tugume (right, a 
Ugandan PhD student at Penn State University) joined the fi eld team 
for training in Malawi. Tugume will be installing two other Africa 
Array GPS stations in Uganda and Tanzania in Fall of 2010.
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4.1.2  SUPPORT OF UNIVERSITY INVESTIGATIONS 
IN POLAR REGIONS

UNAVCO operates one of the world’s premier Polar 
GPS support facilities on behalf of NSF, NASA 
and their investigators, and has made a substantial 
contribution to many of the major advances in Polar 
research over the past 20 years. UNAVCO meets the 
unique needs of cryospheric research by providing 
a focused community resource off ering specialized 
technical expertise and support capabilities required 
for polar region GPS and technology applications. Th e 
range of services provided to the NSF Offi  ce of Polar 
Programs (OPP) includes equipment, training, project 
planning, fi eld support, proposal assistance, technical 
consultation, data processing, and data archiving 
for PI projects. Community base station systems are 
also maintained at many remote research facilities. 
Glaciology and crustal deformation research are the 
major applications, but the precise surveying capability 
provided is regularly used by other disciplines including 
geology and biology. 

Permanent station network support services are 
provided from initial engineering and installations 
through operations, maintenance, and data archival 
and distribution. Th e recently completed MRI project 
titled Collaborative Research: Development of a Power 
and Communication System for Remote Autonomous 
GPS and Seismic Stations in Antarctica has resulted 
in standard, off -the-shelf systems for year-round 
autonomous GPS system operation at the highest 
polar latitudes. Th ese systems include solar and wind 
energy renewable energy sources and Iridium satellite 
communications, and have facilitated unprecedented 
data collection in remote Polar regions and led to 
the growth of larger and more complex projects 
requesting UNAVCO support. As a result of this project 
UNAVCO is now also able to provide a one-stop-
shopping service will for power solutions for remote 
geophysical instrumentation with power and data needs 
similar to GPS systems. Additional support is discussed 
in the development and testing section.

Custom engineering solutions are provided to meet 
unique project needs related to data collection strategies, 
power systems, remote communication solutions, 

and monumentation options. Often such eff orts have 
application beyond the initiating project and are folded 
into the suite of available pool resources. Th ese eff orts 
are carried out with participation from the science 
community stakeholders and result in both technically 
sound and practical solutions.

Th e demand for GPS equipment and related support 
services have grown dramatically, and the OPP pool 
has more than doubled over the past three years with 
263 receivers now in the pool (Figure 4). Th ese state-
of-the art receivers and associated ancillary equipment 
enables large scale network deployments, smaller project 
surveying support, “forward deployed” systems at polar 
research facilities, and permanent station infrastructure 
at key locations. UNAVCO provides fl exible training 
options to PIs and their fi eld team training including 
pre-season training sessions at the UNAVCO facility, 
at the investigator’s home institution or at McMurdo 
Station. Often UNAVCO fi eld engineers join the 
research teams to lead the project’s GPS activities.

UNAVCO provides the necessary logistics management 
to keep the large pool of receivers in year-round use 
between opposite northern and austral summer fi eld 
seasons. Project logistical requirements are captured 
at the proposal stage, and the community is regularly 
reminded to contact UNAVCO prior to proposal 
submission to receive a letter of support. UNAVCO 
reviews the GPS requirements of proposals, and notifi es 
NSF program managers of how to resolve any issues that 
would arise if the project were approved.

UNAVCO supports ground-based LiDAR/terrestrial 
laser scanning (TLS) for Polar PI projects since 
2007 with the funding of the MRI project entitled 
“Acquisition of a Terrestrial Laser Scanner for Polar 
Research”. An Optech ILRIS-3D TLS and ancillary 
equipment were purchased, outfi tted and deployed 
on a number of experiments over the next three years. 
Since this procurement, the TLS support is evolving 
to best meet data acquisition and data processing 
support with an emphasis of providing an eff ective 
training environment to allow researchers to collect and 
process their own data sets.  Th is acquisition seeded 
TLS activities at UNAVCO, further discussed under 
Geodetic Imaging (4.1.5).
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Overall OPP project support has reached a relatively 
constant level in terms of number of projects, however 
many of these projects use larger number of instruments 
and operate for longer periods of time and often require 
larger power systems and communications solutions 
(and correspondingly more FTE time to support).  By 
far the largest projects are the POLENET projects with 
80 permanent installations in Greenland and Antarctica.

ANTARCTIC PROGRAM SUPPORT 

Each year approximately 25 Antarctic PI projects are 
supported (Figure 6), with UNAVCO providing an 
important role in the fi eld season preparation process 
beginning with the U.S. Antarctic Program Support 
Information Packet (SIP) process, and culminating with 
individual science groups receiving technical support and 
equipment tailored to their project needs upon arrival 
in Antarctica. Making this process happen requires 
considerable planning and procurement activities during 
the northern summer months, as well as coordination 
with the prime Antarctic logistics contractor (Raytheon 
Polar Services Company) and with the cognizant NSF 
program managers. During the Antarctic fi eld season, a 
UNAVCO offi  ce, eff ectively a high-precision GPS and 
TLS workcenter, is staff ed at McMurdo Station with 
the responsibility of providing technical support and 
managing the large equipment pool. UNAVCO also 

supports special projects that fall outside of the regular 
support channels, such as those staged from research 
ships or with other national programs.

ARCTIC PROGRAM SUPPORT 

Each year approximately 20 Arctic PI projects are 
supported (Figure 7). Arctic research is less centralized 
than research in the Antarctic, and support is often 
a one-off  event in response to individual investigator 
requests. Equipment is delivered to the fi eld project 
staging area, and technical support is tailored to 
individual project needs. Often the logistics are 
coordinated with the prime Arctic logistics contractor 
(CH2M Hill Polar Services) and established supply lines 
such as the Air National Guard fl ights to Greenland are 
used when possible.

OPP NETWORK ENGINEERING

Network engineering services are necessary to bridge 
the gap between the GPS sites and the Data Center 
and is provided for all NSF-OPP supported permanent 
GPS stations. For polar applications this distance leads 
to additional challenges due to the remote locations 
and extreme environmental conditions. Th e MRI 
development proposal has resulted in power and 
communication systems that form the nucleus of a new 
support capability. During the past three years there has 

Figure 6.  2004 – 2012 NSF-OPP Antarctic Project Support, 
proposed and actual.  Composite bars show proposal estimates for 
anticipated projects.  Actuals (dashed line) have exceeded or tracked 
annual estimates.

Figure 7.  2004 – 2012 NSF-OPP Arctic Project Support, proposed 
and actual.  Composite bars show proposal estimates for anticipated 
projects.  In 2008, fewer projects than anticipated were supported, but 
this trend was off set by projects in the Arctic.
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been a major push in both the Arctic and Antarctic to 
deploy remote, autonomous GPS and seismic systems, 
and the development gains of the MRI project have been 
applied almost immediately to fi eld deployments. With 
this capability UNAVCO is facilitating long-duration 
deployments of CGPS stations, and is currently in a 
position to take on the operation and maintenance 
responsibility for nearly 100 stations (Figure 8) in 
networks across the Arctic and Antarctic. Access to 
the new systems has opened doors for scientists and 
institutions that do not have the technical and fi eld skills 
currently required to execute remote polar GPS research 
projects, thus stimulating participation in polar science 
by a new generation of researchers. Th e recently awarded 
Enhanced Support for GPS Networks and Terrestrial 
Laser Scanning in Polar Regions proposal provided the 
funding to transition from development activities to an 
operational role in supporting the polar autonomous 
CGPS networks, provide a systematic approach to 
keeping up with ever changing technologies, and make 
the MRI developed systems available to the broader 
community.  

4.1.3  SUPPORT TO THE NASA GLOBAL GNSS 
NETWORK GGN AND INTERNATIONAL 
GNSS SERVICE IGS

UNAVCO supports the operation of a global GNSS 
infrastructure to assure availability of data and products 
that are essential for GNSS scientifi c applications.  
Principal NASA components include operation of 
NASA’s Global GNSS Network (GGN) and support 
for the International GNSS Service (IGS).  Th is work is 
conducted in close cooperation with the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory (JPL), the designated NASA center that 
provides global GNSS data and products to support 
scientifi c applications.  GGN data are used to produce 
highly accurate products that are essential for Earth 
science research, multidisciplinary applications, and 
education, including: GPS satellite ephemerides, Earth 
rotation parameters, tracking station coordinates and 
velocities, GPS satellite and tracking station clock 
information, zenith tropospheric path delay estimates, 
and global ionospheric maps. Th ese products support 
Earth science and other activities such as  improving and 
extending the International Terrestrial Reference Frame 
(ITRF) maintained by the International Earth Rotation 
and Reference Systems Service (IERS); monitoring 
Earth deformation; Earth rotation; monitoring the 
troposphere and ionosphere; determining orbits of 
scientifi c satellites such as GRACE and CHAMP; 
calibrating other instrumentation such as the Ocean 
Topography Experiment Satellite (TOPEX) Synthetic 
Aperture Radar (SAR);  Deep Space Network (DSN) 
communications equipment, and scientifi c and 
commercial navigation.

Th e GGN consists of 75 core stations that are operated 
by JPL and UNAVCO that provide a globally distrib-
uted GNSS data set to support both NASA operations 
and science commitments (Figure 9).  An additional 10 
stations which were originally funded through research 
application projects under the Dynamics of the Solid 
Earth (DOSE), and Solid Earth and Natural Hazards 
(SENH) programs also contribute data to the GGN.  
Additionally, there are fi ve stations which are part of the 
Marshall Field testing facility, located roughly twenty 
minutes Southeast of UNAVCO Headquarters which 
allow for remote testing of equipment in a controlled 

Figure 8.  Permanent station Operations & Maintenance support for 
NSF-OPP investigators.  Actuals (dashed line) closely track projections 
(blue bars), and refl ect the major investment in infrastructure that was 
realized from the Polar MRI award.
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INTERNATIONAL POLAR YEAR
The recently completed International Polar Year is a large scientifi c initiative focused 
on the Arctic and the Antarctic. UNAVCO’s polar group has grown substantially to meet 
increased demands and specialized needs of PI IPY initiatives. The UNAVCO/IRIS 
Collaborative Research NSF OPP MRI Development of a Power and Communication 
System for Remote Autonomous GPS and Seismic Stations in Antarctica provided 
a focused engineering effort to meet the needs of these new UNAVCO-supported 
projects, such as POLENET, which is providing unprecedented GPS and seismic 
data time series from the interior of Antarctica and the perimeter of Greenland. The 
resulting data is yielding timely measurements of crustal deformation in response to 
ice mass changes, tectonics and magmatic stresses, and other environmental factors.  

The POLENET Antarctica IPY project is an international effort led by Terry Wilson 
of the Ohio State University to install continuous GPS stations (see upper right 
fi gure) and seismometers throughout Antarctica.  The purpose is to apply bedrock 
geodesy to measure the response to past and present day ice sheet mass change 
while using seismic profi ling to better understand the structure and evolution of 
the Antarctic plate. There are currently 35 stations in the Antarctic POLENET 
network, and most of the sites are remote and rely on solar and wind power and 
satellite data retrieval. 

The POLENET Greenland IPY project (GNET) is an international effort led by 
Michael Bevis of the Ohio State University to install approximately fi fty continuous 
GPS stations around the Greenland perimeter to apply bedrock geodesy to measure 
the response to past and present day ice sheet mass change (see middle right). Most 

of the 44 sites are remote and rely on 
solar and wind power and satellite 
data retrieval. Data management 
is provided by UNAVCO, and an 
Iridium based download system 
allows for full data retrieval from 
the remote stations. Stations 
situated in villages are managed by 
GNET Danish collaborator Danish 
Technical University (DTU) and 
are currently downloaded as the 
opportunities arise. Figure at left 
shows the network at the end of 
December 2009.

Approximately 2 FTE provided 
engineering design, procurement, 
shipping and fi eld support. Data 
management is provided by 
UNAVCO, and an Iridium based 
download system allows for full data 
retrieval from the remote stations 
with open data access at facility.
unavco.org/data.

S C I E N C E  H I G H L I G H T

POLENET installation at Mt. Suggs, West 
Antarctica. 

State-of-health snapshot from the broad network 
of the 35 continuously operating and telemetered 
POLENET GPS stations in Antarctica.   

GNET station GROK in northeast Greenland.

Construction of the POLENET/GNET GPS 
network around the entire circumference of 
Greenland was completed in 2009.
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but realistic environment.  UNAVCO supports a total 
of 90 of the 124 total stations in the Global GNSS 
Network.

Principal support provided by UNAVCO in coordinat-
ing the operation of the GGN includes:  network data 
fl ow monitoring, troubleshooting, station installation, 
equipment confi guration, shipping, and station main-
tenance visits. Th e GGN Product Delivery Manager at 
JPL provides technical direction for UNAVCO support 
of the GGN.  In addition to providing engineering 
support, UNAVCO also pays for service fees related to 
operations of a station at a number of core reference 
frame sites.   On average, UNAVCO responds to 85 
support instances per month in its daily monitoring 
and troubleshooting of the network. Signifi cant repairs 
involving replacement of system components, system 
upgrades, or maintenance normally occur at a frequency 
of roughly 2-3 per month.   Th e original cooperative 
agreement projected that the NASA project would install 
roughly 2-3 stations per year (Figure 10).  In 2008, 24 
stations were upgraded, 11 new stations were installed, 
and 2 stations were decommissioned.  

In 2009, 16 stations were upgraded, and 
one new station was installed.  In 2010, 19 
stations were upgraded, two new stations 
were installed, and three stations were 
decommissioned.   A large portion of the 
GGN network required upgrades in order 
to bring the network to a more homoge-
neous state.  Upgrades included some or 
all of the following components: receiv-
ers, antennas, computer systems, antenna 
cables, communications equipment, etc.  
Th e NASA project works closely with the 
development and testing group at UN-
AVCO to address issues related to preserv-
ing reference frame coordinates when 
equipment (primarily antenna) changes are 
required at a station.  Other issues such as 
receiver testing, monument stability and 
communications hardware testing are also 
discussed among projects.  In 2011, the 
number of upgrades is expected to decrease 
by roughly half and only one to two new 
stations will be installed.

 
N on-opera tiona l D ecom m is ioned O pera tiona l +  L2CO pera tiona l O pera tiona l +  G LO N A S S S E N H

Figure 9.  Global GNSS Network Status.  Th e GGN is required for high precision 
global geodetic techniques, supporting high-precision reference frame defi nition as well 
as daily data products such as precise orbits and clock corrections.   Th is November 18, 
2010 snapshot shows the status of various stations within the GGN.  Some stations 
have two receivers in order to track new GPS frequencies (such as L2C) or new GNSS 
constellations (such as the Russian GLONASS). Th e Global GNSS Network (GGN) 
is operated by UNAVCO at the direction of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) for 
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).  Concerns with aging 
infrastructure in this and sister networks (VLBI, SLR, etc.) have led to an NRC-
commissioned committee on Global Geodetic Infrastructure.

Figure 10. Operations & Maintenance support for the NASA GGN.  
Actuals exceed projections (blue bars), and refl ect changes in the 
confi guration of the global network.
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4.1.4  DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF THE NEXT 
GENERATION TECHNOLOGIES

In the 2004-2008 timeframe, equipment testing and 
development activities were conducted for specifi c 
projects, with activities highly integrated with project 
support.  Under the current cooperative agreement, the 
UNAVCO Facility has been funded to increase emphasis 
on these activities, focusing on a dedicated approach 
to providing a community level resource for helping 
push system advancements forward. Th is approach 
will promote improved measurement accuracy and 
effi  ciency of operations. A dedicated engineering staff  
provides the needed focus to address technology topics 
such as receiver/antenna testing, data communications 
equipment integration and testing, evaluation of 
monument stability and near fi eld electromagnetic 
eff ects, integrating modernized GNSS observables, and 
other issues that are important to the community as a 
whole.

In early 2009 the Development and Testing (D&T) 
eff ort became a full project with cross-UNAVCO 
funding.  Early high-priority eff orts included the 
testing and refi nement of new fi rmware for the Trimble 
NetRS receiver (the workhorse of the Plate Boundary 
Observatory and the most widely used receiver by the 
UNAVCO Community), and the evaluation of the 
new generation of GNSS receivers from a number 
of manufacturers. New cellular communications 
devices and GNSS receivers were tested for use in 
PBO with assistance from their staff , Iridium satellite 
communication interference in OPP-funded GPS 
projects investigated in a collaboration with Polar staff , 
and GNSS receivers and antennas of interest to the 
NASA GGN project tested jointly as well.  Th e D&T 
group was extensively involved with the development 
of teqc software to integrate new GPS observables (L2C 
and L5) and GNSS constellations (GLONASS, SBAS, 
and Galileo) and to refi ne the quality control process for 
GNSS data.  A 2009 collaboration with the University 
of Puerto Rico, Mayaguez, on the concept development 
of a shake-table to simulate the eff ects of earthquakes 
on high-precision GNSS hardware has resulted in MRI 
proposals and a research paper submitted to JGR.

NASA HIGHLIGHT

UNAVCO Facility and PBO personnel are preparing to install 
two deep drilled braced monuments at Goddard’s Geophysical 
and Astronomical Observatory (GGAO) located in Greenbelt, 
Maryland this coming spring.  Construction of the concrete pad 
for the next generation VLBI antenna began in July 2010 and was 
completed in September.  The current GNSS monument, GODE, 
will be overshadowed by the new VLBI antenna and in order for 
a site tie to be completed; ideally a new monument should  be 
installed prior to this.  This has presented a number of challenges;  
a temporary solution was put in place and systems were setup on 
a pillar nearby, as well as another system over a known mark.  
These two systems will continue logging data until after the new 
drilled braced monuments have been installed so that a site tie 
can be done.  The GGAO Facility is one of the few locations in 
the world where four or more space geodesy techniques are co-
located, thus providing scientists with a unique opportunity to 
assess system performance and perform multi-technique analysis.  
The techniques include: Next Generation Satellite Laser Ranging 
(NGSLR), Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI), GNSS, 
Doppler Orbitography by Radiopositioning Integrated on Satellite 
(DORIS), and next generation VLBI.  One of the challenges 
involved is positioning of the two new monuments so that optical 
line of sight can be achieved to each and every space geodetic 
instrument within the facility.  One location has been chosen that 
will allow us to achieve this, and a second one is being discussed.  
An aerial view of the GGAO Facility is shown below.

S C I E N C E  H I G H L I G H T

Aerial view of GGAO Facility with GGN station GODE marked, as 
well as the two temporary systems which were setup to log data due 
to delays in receiving the funding to install the two new permanent 
monuments.  Th e next generation VLBI antenna and surrounding 
area can be seen to the North-West of the GODE monument at the 
very top of the photo.
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Also under the purview of the D&T Project Manager 
is the online Knowledge Base (http://facility.unavco.
org/kb), which is the primary means by which 
D&T results are presented as well as replacement for 
engineering informational web pages.  Th e KB format 
allows information to be modifi ed much more easily 
than traditional web pages as individual users have direct 
password-protected access to the content.  Links to 
software and user-manual downloads are kept current 
on a weekly basis, for example.  A large amount of 
information was updated and moved from web pages 
to the Knowledge Base during 2009 and the transition 
completed for public viewing in early 2010.  

In 2010 a full-time Development and Testing Engineer 
position was funded providing profi ciency in high-
precision GPS analysis using GAMIT and TRACK 
software allowing for additional important projects.  Th e 
impact of L2C (a new civilian high-power GPS code) 
on carrier phase processing is being studied for the fi rst 
time, with preliminary results indicating that L2C can 
increase tracking effi  ciency without impacting position 
time-series.  Also underway is an ongoing evaluation of 
new GNSS receiver and antenna hardware.  New releases 
of multi-constellation receivers and antennas in 2010 
from Trimble, Leica, and Topcon have been found to be 
much more susceptible to out-of-band radio-frequency 
interference than their GPS-only predecessors.  Detailed 
quantifi cation of these eff ects and development of 
hardware and/or software mitigation techniques will 
be of critical importance to the community in order to 
properly deploy next-generation networks.

An additional role of the Development and Testing 
group has been the maintenance of high-level contacts 
with GNSS hardware manufacturers, the IGS Antenna 
Working Group and Infrastructure Committee, and the 
UNAVCO Community in technical matters.  Th rough 
the D&T eff ort UNAVCO has had great infl uence on 
fi rmware, hardware, and software development.  Of 
particular importance has been the addition of features 
to recent Trimble and Topcon fi rmware releases, 
addition of new absolute antenna calibrations to the IGS 
database and ITRF 2008 reference frame determination, 
and development of new standards for future IGS 
stations.  Community presentations have included a 

two-hour Special Technology Session on GNSS Signal 
and Hardware Modernization at the 2010 UNAVCO 
Science Meeting, a presentation on Earthquake 
Response Data Communication Development at 
the 2010 AGU Gordon Conference in Chile, and 
presentations at the GSA and AGU 2009 and 2010 Fall 
Meetings.  

4.1.5 GEODETIC IMAGING

Geodetic imaging is a rapidly growing area of interest 
to UNAVCO’s user community and has become an 
increasingly valuable geodetic tool across a wide range 
of disciplines including tectonics, geophysics, geology, 
volcanology, geomorphology and biology. Specifi c 
geodetic imaging activities currently supported by 
the UNAVCO Facility include 1) Terrestrial LiDAR, 
2) Airborne LIDAR, 3) spaceborne InSAR and 4) 
spaceborne LiDAR. Formal imaging support activities, 
resources and metrics were not included in the proposal 
for the Facility’s current cooperative agreement. Rather, 
InSAR and LiDAR were referred to in that proposal as 
opportunities for UNAVCO to “develop new initiatives 
and widen the user base”. Th ese opportunities have 
indeed developed and evolved at UNAVCO into a series 
of funded activities that collectively give the community 
access to geodetic imagery at various scales of spatial and 
temporal coverage and resolution. Moreover, imaging 
support at UNAVCO has attracted many new users 
especially from fi elds related to geomorphology, surfi cial 
processes and landscape evolution. Geodetic imaging 
has proven to be an area of rapid and successful growth 
for the UNAVCO Facility and will likely be a key 
area of community support in the Facility’s future. In 
addition to providing geodetic imaging data acquisition, 
UNAVCO provides data management, archiving and 
distribution services that are described in the data 
section later in this document.

TERRESTRIAL LASER SCANNING TLS

TLS is based on Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) 
technology and is also referred to as ground-based 
LiDAR or tripod LiDAR. Th e primary capability of 
TLS is the generation of high resolution 3D maps and 
images of surfaces and objects over scales of meters to 
kilometers with centimeter to sub-centimeter precision. 
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DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING PROJECT HIGHLIGHT:

  POSTEARTHQUAKE DATA COMMUNICATIONS IN SOUTH AMERICA

In the immediate aftermath of the 27 Feb. M8.8 Maule earthquake, investigators 
from Ohio State University, the University of Hawaii, Caltech, and Memphis 
began installation of 25 continuous GPS stations in and around the rupture zone 
in Chile and Argentina.  Funded by the NSF RAPID program, the new stations are 
critical in determining post-seismic deformation and monitoring motions caused by 
aftershocks.  As in the case of previous rapid-response CGPS deployments, access 
to the data would require periodic manual downloads, that given the large rupture 
zone and regional geography would require an especially large effort by our local 
Chilean and Argentine military and academic collaborators.  Furthermore, having 
only periodic contact with the CGPS stations risks signifi cant data loss if stations 
fail between visits.  The UNAVCO Facility and collaborators received an additional 
RAPID grant to develop and deploy data communications systems at these CGPS 
stations in order to monitor station health and download data on a daily basis. 

The Facility’s Development 
and Testing group led the 
effort to determine whether 
satellite and/or cellular data 

services could be both technically feasible and cost-effective in the affected area of 
Chile and Argentina.  To date the only suitable satellite system (that did not require 
a large dish and power-hungry modem) to be used by UNAVCO is Iridium, which 
is very slow and prohibitively expensive if used outside the special agreement 
in place for Polar Projects.  A newer, faster, and cheaper satellite system BGAN 
(Broadband Global Area Network), uses laptop-sized modem/antenna units that do 
not require large infrastructure and offer affordable service rates.  Earlier efforts 
by UNAVCO and others to use BGAN for stand-alone data communications had 
been unsuccessful; we have achieved 100% data return on the systems in Chile 
and Argentina during the fi rst 3-1/2 months of BGAN deployment, including the 
download of high-rate data after an M6.5 aftershock on 14 July.  After the conclusion of the Maule RAPID project these systems will 
become part of the UNAVCO Facility equipment pool and be available to future PI projects or event responses.

S C I E N C E  H I G H L I G H T

TLS instruments are extremely precise, reasonably 
portable, relatively easy to operate, and have been used 
successfully to support a wide range of geoscience 
investigations including detailed mapping of fault 
scarps, geologic outcrops, fault-surface roughness, frost 
polygons, lava lakes, dikes, fi ssures, glaciers, columnar 
joints and hillside drainages. Repeat TLS measurements 
allow the imaging and measurement of surface changes 
through time, due, for example, to surface processes, 
volcanic deformation, ice fl ow, beach morphology 

transitions, and post-seismic slip.

Th rough a series of NSF awards beginning in 2006, 
UNAVCO has acquired and developed TLS resources 
including instruments, ancillary equipment, software 
analysis tools and expertise to meet the rapidly growing 
community demand. Th e current TLS instrument pool 
at UNAVCO consists of fi ve systems based on two Reigl 
VZ-400 scanners, one Riegl LMS-Z620 scanner, one 
Leica ScanStation C10 scanner, and one Optech ILRIS 

Stand-alone BGAN Communications and Power 
system developed for event response.  Inexpensive 
and effi  cient Wideye Sabre 1 Terminals are the 
centerpiece of the system.

BGAN System deployed at Lébu on the Chilean 
coast.
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3D scanner. UNAVCO also has access to additional 
scanners through various community partnerships, 
most notably collaborators at Central Washington 
University (co-PI’s with UNAVCO on EAR-0923539) 
and INTERFACE co-PI’s at the University of Texas 
Dallas and the University of Kansas. UNAVCO TLS 
instruments have been fully subscribed (and often over 
subscribed) since acquisition (Figure 12).

Funds to support salary and equipment for TLS have 
come from three primary awards: 

1)  “Building the INTERFACE (INTERdisciplinary 
alliance for digital Field data ACquisition and 
Exploration) facility for cm-scale, 3D digital fi eld 
geology” (EAR-0651566), 

2)  “Acquisition of a Terrestrial Laser Scanning System for 
Polar Research” (ANT-0723223), 

3)  “Collaborative Research MRI: Acquisition of 
Terrestrial Laser Scanning Systems for Earth Science 
Research” (EAR-0923539) and a supplement to the 
current cooperative agreement issued by NSF I&F. 
UNAVCO private funds were authorized by the 
Board to meet the NSF cost share requirements of the 
MRI award (EAR-0923539).

AIRBORNE LASER SCANNING ALS

ALS is based on Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) 
technology and is also referred to as airborne LiDAR or 
airborne laser swath mapping (ALSM). UNAVCO’s fi rst 
involvement in ALS was through the NSF funded “B4” 
project which imaged the southern San Andreas Fault 
(PI: M. Bevis). 

UNAVCO provided GPS instrumentation, engineering 
and continuous network data to support the LiDAR 

fl ights by the NSF funded National 
Center for Airborne Laser Mapping 
(NCALM). Following the B4 project, 
UNAVCO took on the much more 
extensive and ambitious role of managing 
the ALS component of EarthScope PBO 
(EAR-0350028). 

Figure 11A.  TLS project support for the El Yunque 
National Forest, Puerto Rico landslide study.Th is suite of 
fi ve instruments is optimized to support a wide spectrum of 
research applications, with diff ering capabilities in terms of 
range, speed, accuracy and utility.  

Figure 11B.  UNAVCO TLS instrumentation and 
utilization.  Most of the pool was acquired in 2010 
(red); utilization has kept pace with the growth of 
the pool (black).
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UNAVCO provided GPS instrumentation, engineering 
and continuous network data to support the LiDAR 
fl ights by the NSF funded National Center for Airborne 
Laser Mapping (NCALM). Following the B4 project, 
UNAVCO took on the much more extensive and 
ambitious role of managing the ALS component of 
EarthScope PBO (EAR-0350028). Guided by the 
EarthScope community, UNAVCO worked closely with 
collaborative partners including NCALM to acquire 
~5,788 km2 of ALS imagery during the period 2006-
2008. Imaging targets and data collection parameters 
were based on community recommendations optimized 
to provide the community with a high quality data 
set capable of supporting a wide range of interests and 
applications. Primary imaging targets included active 
faults and features in Northern California (San Andreas, 
Hayward and other faults), Southern/Eastern California 
(Garlock, Elsinore, Panamint and other faults), the 
Intermountain Seismic Zone (Yellowstone caldera, Teton 
and Wasatch faults), Pacifi c Northwest (Yakima Fold and 
Th rust Belt) and Alaska (Denali and Totschunda faults). 
An example of EarthScope airborne LiDAR imagery is 
shown in Figure 12. EarthScope airborne LiDAR data 
products are distributed via the NSF funded Open 

Topography portal at http://www.opentopography.org. 
EarthScope ALS acquisitions concluded successfully in 
2008 with the PBO MREFC. UNAVCO continues to 
support ALS projects primarily through providing high 
rate GPS data from the PBO network.

SATELLITE INSAR

Th e technique of spaceborne Interferometric Synthetic 
Aperture Radar (InSAR) provides an excellent means of 
observing deformation over broad areas that is highly 
complementary to the measurements provided by the 
global network of GPS receivers. An example of Earth 
science supported by integrated satellite InSAR and GPS 
is shown in Figure 13.

Figure 12. EarthScope airborne laser scanning image of the San 
Andreas fault. (a) Aerial photograph (original scale 1:12,000) of 
the forested fault valley. (b) Hillshade image derived from fi ltered 
1.0-meter digital elevation model constructed from lidar data of 
the same area, showing the ground surface below the redwood 
forest.  Th e fault trace, indicated by small arrows, follows linear 
landscape features along the valley fl oor. Figure from Prentice 
et al., Illuminating Northern California’s Active Faults: Eos, 
Transactions American Geophysical Union, Vol. 90, No. 7, p. 55, 
doi: 10.1029/2009EO070002, 2009.

Figure 13. InSAR radar image of surface deformation in southeast 
Yellowstone. A stacked interferogram (ENVISAT IS2 mode) from 
22 September 2004 to 23 August 2006 overlain with average GPS 
velocities from 07 October 2004 and 07 October 2006. Th e line-
of-sight (LOS) displacement of Earth’s surface toward the satellite 
from the interferogram attests to a total uplift of ~11 cm in the west 
part of the caldera and as large as 15 cm at the Sour Creek resurgent 
dome.   And a subsidence of 6.6 cm near the Norris Geyser Basin. 
White and black arrows represent horizontal and vertical velocity 
vectors, respectively. Black ellipses and bars are scaled 2-s errors (11). 
From Chang, et al., Accelerated Uplift and Magmatic Intrusion of the 
Yellowstone Caldera, 2004 to 2006 Science 318, 952 (2007); DOI: 
10.1126/science.1146842
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Since 2006 the UNAVCO Facility has established 
and now provides the following InSAR support 
services: 1) data ordering, 2) data archiving, and 3) 
data distribution. Th ese services support two primary 
initiatives: WInSAR and EarthScope. WInSAR is a 
consortium of universities and research laboratories 
established by a group of practicing scientists and 
engineers to facilitate collaboration in, and advancement 
of, Earth science research using radar remote sensing. 
UNAVCO became the host institution for WInSAR in 
2006. UNAVCO provides administrative and logistical 
support for WInSAR activities such as fi nancial and data 
management. Funding support for WInSAR activities 
at UNAVCO currently comes from NSF and the USGS 
(EAR-0733437 and GO9AC00002: “Facility Support of 
the WInSAR Archive for Crustal Dynamics Research”). 
Earthscope InSAR. UNAVCO became responsible for 
managing the acquisition of InSAR imagery as part 
of EarthScope PBO (EAR-0350028). Guided by the 
EarthScope community, more than 17 terabytes of data 
suitable for interferometric analyses were purchased from 
the European Space Agency (ESA) and ordered from 
NASA via the Alaska Satellite Facility (ASF). In addition 
to ordering data from existing ESA and NASA archives, 
UNAVCO tasked the ESA satellites to acquire new SAR 
data for EarthScope regions of interest. Th e UNAVCO 
Facility Data Group developed and implemented the 
essential infrastructure and software needed to archive 
the EarthScope InSAR data and to support community 
access to this rich dataset.  InSAR data acquisitions 
for the EarthScope MREFC concluded in September 
2008.  New EarthScope InSAR activities are being 
initiated through the recently funded science proposal 
“EarthScope Comprehensive SAR Archive” (EAR-
0952375). Figure 14 shows the volume of SAR data 
ingested into the UNAVCO archive as part of WInSAR 
and EarthScope, as well as combined data access by 
users.

4.1.6 THE DATA CENTER

Th e collection, curation, and stewardship of long-
term geodetic observations lies at the very heart of 
UNAVCO’s mission and vision.  Historical and recent 
data sets have disproportionate value in the science 
of geodesy, a science that relies on existing data sets 

GEODETIC IMAGING PROJECT HIGHLIGHT

El Yunque National Forest Landslide, Puerto Rico. Integrated 
TLS and GPS datasets were collected at the base of a 500-600 
meter long landslide on a steep mountain slope in the El Yunque 
National Rainforest in Puerto Rico. Major movements of this 
landslide in 2004 and 2005 caused the closing of one of three 
remaining access roads to the national forest. A retaining wall 
was constructed to restrain the landslide and allow the road 
reopen. Following a series of wall failures during its construction 
and subsequent deformation of the wall following its completion, 
the wall fi nally burst in July 2010. Geologic investigation 
indicated that the landslide extended much further upslope than 
indicated and involved bedrock as well as overlying residual 
soils. Striations along fl ank escarpments indicated displacement 
of the entire landslide to the northwest but active displacement 
could only be certifi ed in the lower most portions behind the 
retaining wall. To precisely identify the present boundaries and 
displacement magnitude of the lower portions of the landslide, 
UNAVCO provided GPS and TLS support for PI Guoquan Wang 
(University of Puerto Rico at Mayaquez). TLS were conducted 
at this site in May and August 2010. Integrated TLS and GPS 
results have identifi ed the boundaries, the rate and direction of 
displacement, and the volume change of the lower portions of 
presently sliding mass.  Data collection and resulting point cloud 
image at this landslide are illustrated below.

S C I E N C E  H I G H L I G H T 

(Left) PI Bob Wang (UPRM) and student Arlenys Ramirez (UPRM) 
conducting a TLS survey at the El Yunque landslide study site. 
Arlenys was also a RESESS protégé at UNAVCO in summer 2010.  
(Right) LiDAR point cloud of failed retaining wall resulting from this 
TLS survey. Colors represent amplitude (intensity) of laser returns. 
UNAVCO has conducted 2 TLS scans of this study site in 2010, 
once prior to collapse of the retaining wall and once after. Analysis of 
landslide kinematics using TLS and GPS data is underway.
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from previous decades and even centuries to reference 
changes in the dynamic Earth, ice, and atmosphere.   
Th e heterogeneity and complexity of modern geodetic 
techniques and resulting data types make archiving for 
preservation and accessibility one of the most sensitive 
and valuable that UNAVCO undertakes.  Among 
the most critical work is caring for the metadata, the 
essential information required to make use of any data 
sets; and building the software tools to support data 
access and manipulation.  

Th e Data Center comprises GPS/GNSS collections, 
the InSAR collections, and the LiDAR collections. 
UNAVCO’s earliest experience with archiving of 
geodetic data began in 1992 with the initial deposit of 
multiple GPS campaign studies from the late 1980s 
to the early 1990s. Th e mode of data collection at 
the time involved a visit to a monument at a site of 
interest, setup of GPS equipment to operate for a 
few hours or as much as a few days at a time followed 
by shifting the equipment to a new location and 
repeating the collection process. Data were stored on 
proprietary magnetic tape systems and reams of paper 
documentation accompanied boxes of magnetic tapes for 
data deposited in the archive. Th e number of campaigns 
and fi les archived and the total volume of data in the 
archive grew at a rate of a few tens of gigabytes per year 
until the late 1990s. At that time the mode of data 
collection was just beginning to shift from campaigns 

with tens to hundreds of fi les per study to include 
stations with continuous observations, some intended to 
operate indefi nitely as permanent continuous stations. 
Stations were installed within networks of a few to a 
few tens of stations that each collected a fi le per day 
and delivered data for many years. In 2003 the Plate 
Boundary Observatory began construction of 875 new 
stations and upgrade of 225 existing Nucleus stations; at 
that time there were 344 active continuous stations with 
data archived at the Data Center, including 58 of the 
existing Nucleus stations slated for upgrades. 

At the end of the PBO construction phase, with the 
1,100 station PBO/Nucleus network moving into 
operation and maintenance phase, there were 1,786 
active continuous stations delivering data to the Data 
Center. Th e collection of non-PBO stations had 
doubled. Currently there are nearly 2,300 sites with 
continuous data; with 1,985 of these actively delivering 
data to the Data Center. In addition there are 858 
campaigns comprising an additional 9,000 sites with 
data. Th e data include 4.8 million GNSS fi le sets, 
59,000 product fi le sets and 22,000 scanned campaign 
documents. With increasing numbers of stations and 
the growing need for higher sample rate data, the Data 
Center storage needs continue to accelerate.

GPS/GNSS STORAGE VOLUME HISTORY

Th e majority of the continuous stations have access 
to automated download mechanisms with delivery to 
the Data Center via the internet. Stations with manual 
downloading or without access to the internet, as well 
as campaigns, arrive via the internet after some amount 
of manual eff ort by fi eld engineers. In addition to the 
PBO network, other large networks include the 220-
station Cascadia high-rate subset of the PBO network, 
the 100-station Southern California network operated 
by the USGS and archived on a cost recovery basis, the 
80-station GGN network supporting NASA, and nearly 
100 stations from polar networks. Several hundred 
stations now have a low-latency requirement for intake 
and distribution of sub-daily fi les.

Figure 14. UNAVCO-acquired SAR data volume. GeoEarthScope 
supported a major SAR data acquisition on behalf of the UNAVCO 
Community.   Data access now increasing, with growth in the 
number of users and the data volume.  UNAVCO’s annual ROIPAC 
short course, taught by INSAR community scientists, are equipping 
a growing number of investigators with the data analysis tools for 
INSAR processing.
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CURATION AND PRESERVATION

Curation includes archiving, authentication, 
management, preservation, retrieval, and use. 
Preservation is the process of ensuring that data and 
metadata are maintained for long-term integrity. Th e 
curation of GPS/GNSS data at the UNAVCO Data 
Center has evolved into a well-developed process since 
the early days in the 1990s. Curation of InSAR and 
LiDAR geodetic imagery data has followed the models 
developed and perfected for GPS/GNSS. UNAVCO’s 
support to geodetic imagery is described in a separate 
section of this review.

GNSS DATA PRESERVATION ACTIVITIES

At UNAVCO preservation begins when the data arrive. 
Data from continuous stations arrive in either daily 
fi les, typically shortly after UTC midnight, or hourly 
fi les within a few minutes of the top of the hour. 
Automated processes copy these fi les to the ingestion 
systems. Metadata are harvested into the UNAVCO 
Oracle database and the archived fi les are copied locally 
onto two online RAIDs, each holding identical copies 
of one month’s worth of ingested data in what is termed 
the “deep archive”.  Th e second online copy provides 
a backup copy and allows for rapid recovery in case 
of hardware failure in the primary RAID. On a daily 
basis, incremental backup tapes are made of the data 
and metadata arriving for the day. At the close of the 
month, tape backup copies of the monthly volume are 
written and stored both onsite and off site at the IRIS 
Data Management Center in Seattle. In addition to the 
local daily incremental tape copy, to ensure a daily off site 
backup of the data and metadata, once per day the past 
twenty-four hours of incoming data and the Oracle daily 
dump fi le are transferred via the internet to a RAID 
system at Socorro.

To ensure that integrity of the data are maintained, at 
the time of ingest a checksum is calculated for each 
fi le as it is stored in the long term deep archive; the 
checksum and fi lesize are stored in the Oracle database. 
At the end of the month, the entire volume is checked to 
ensure that checksums match for every fi le archived that 
month. Th ese monthly volumes are transferred to two 
online large RAID systems, freeing the monthly volumes 

for the next increment of data. Th e large RAID systems 
are marked read only so that no inadvertent changes 
can occur. From that point on there is a weekly process 
that verifi es the checksums of hundreds fi les randomly 
selected from the entire archive history. Periodically 
as technologies change, the entire read only long term 
archive is transferred to new storage systems; at the time 
of transfer, each checksum is again verifi ed with the 
database.

GNSS DATA CURATION ACTIVITIES

In addition to preservation, curation at the UNAVCO 
Data Center includes the related activities of data quality 
checking, metadata quality checking, data search and 
access capabilities, and tools for adding value to the 
holdings such as preprocessing software, generalized 
web plotting tools for quality checking and processed 
result viewing. During the archiving phase all GNSS 
data are quality checked using standard algorithms 
developed within the satellite geodesy community. 
Th ese algorithms are incorporated into the UNAVCO-
developed and maintained GNSS software toolkit 
TEQC (for Translation, Editing, Quality Checking) 
described later in this section. Metadata are initially 
entered into the Oracle database based on fi eld 
engineers’ submissions typically via web forms. As 
fi les are being archived, harvested metadata is verifi ed 
during using cross checking of the metadata information 
in the fi le with the information from fi eld engineers 
submissions to the database. Data that are assembled 
for pickup by customers is usually in a format where the 
metadata from the database is collected into headers. 
Data users often cross check the information in these 
headers with metadata extracted directly from our 
database using client tools based on web services (see 
sidebar). When occasional errors are detected, often 
due to late submission of maintenance reports by fi eld 
engineers, but also by misinterpretation of the metadata 
to be entered, corrections are made within the database 
and to the headers of the fi les available for pickup.

ARCHIVING SYSTEMS

Th e systems for GNSS archiving are built on the 
principles of accessibility and scalability. Accessibility 
translates into design of overall architecture to achieve 
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a very low vulnerability to single points of failure. Each 
function is confi gured to run on more than one system; 
in some cases the additional systems are in standby 
or failover mode and in other cases there are several 
systems already sharing the work load in a round-robin 
fashion and failure of any one system still leaves one 
or more doing the work. In the case of the Oracle 
database, there is a failover server that is constantly in 
the ready mode to take over should the production 
database system have a failure. Similarly, the systems 
that handle data management and ingestion currently 
operate with a master and one or more slave systems. 
Groups of processors are assigned the major subsets of 
data to be archived, including the standard sample rate 
data, the Cascadia high rate data, and PBO products 
and 5 Hz event based data. Th ese subsets are segregated 
in part to prevent high volume drop-off s from slowing 
down throughput of data needing latency of minutes 
or even less time. High volume drop-off s include 5-Hz 
data which needs to be archived but can 
be distributed with a latency of hours. As 
the workload for each of these categories 
increases, additional processing systems 
can be added to the group, which achieves 
scalability overall. Additional components 
of the system are database servers, storage 
servers and RAID. Oracle Sun Server 
hardware running the Solaris operating 
system accounts for the majority of 
systems that perform archiving tasks. Tape 
backup jukebox systems are employed 
for the nightly incremental and monthly 
volume backups.

DATA SEARCH, ACCESS, AND DELIVERY

UNAVCO’s customer base for geodetic 
data and products comes with a broad 
range of interests, capabilities, education 
level, and application need. Th e dozen or 
so global data centers that deliver GNSS 
data all utilize an ftp service as their core 
delivery system; this gives users access 
to daily and subdaily data fi les that have 
passed through a quality check step and 
are organized into year/day-of-year ftp 

directories. Th e greatest volume of data from UNAVCO 
is picked up directly from our ftp area (Figure 15) and 
typically goes to processing centers, including the PBO 
Analysis Centers; these centers have standardized their 
pickup activity as scripts that scour the ftp area for data 
from stations of interest on a daily basis. With many 
users dependent upon access to the archive for regular 
daily processing, the need for high availability of the 
delivery systems has become more acute. UNAVCO 
has a failover ftp system located off site in Socorro New 
Mexico. Th is system is constantly updated as a regular 
part of the archiving process, and fi lls in for the local 
system in case of failures or routine maintenance. 

While the scanning ftp areas is workable for processing 
centers as a means to access data, for users new to the 
UNAVCO Data Center, or for users with highly specifi c 
project needs, search and access tools are required. 
UNAVCO has put focus on developing and refi ning 
data search and access tools for this broad customer 

Figure 15. Th e GPS/GNSS Data Archive holdings.   Data and products are ingested 
into long-term archive secure RAID systems, and metadata is stored in the archive 
Oracle database. Metadata include processing information and preservation-related 
information such as fi le sizes and checksums so that data integrity checks can be 
performed through time. Most of the data are archived raw receiver output format; 
for distribution from publicly accessible ftp servers, the raw data are translated into the 
RINEX (Receiver-Independent Exchange) format commonly used in processing. Th e 
pickup-ready data are also stored on RAID systems. Data volume of both the long-term 
storage and the publicly accessible storage is shown in the fi gure. For preservation and 
rapid recovery from any failure, there are secondary copies of the long-term archive 
and publicly accessible storage on separate RAID systems. Storage of secondary copies 
doubles the total RAID storage volume.  Th e inset shows the 2008 projection of data 
storage volume; the projection was somewhat high. Variability in the amount of high 
rate data, raw data and product size are common. PBO data and products account for 
two-thirds of data storage, as was estimated in the projections.
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base (see highlight). Th ese tools have notably enhanced 
discovery of particular data sets, a phenomenon we 
were able to observe through intense interest in pickup 
of data associated spatially with the Haiti and Chile 
earthquakes of 2010.

SOFTWARE SERVICES

UNAVCO has provided software for preprocessing 
and quality control tasks for GNSS data to the user 
community for over a decade. Th is TEQC software 
(Translation, Editing, Quality Checking) is an integral 
link in the chain of processes that occur at the Data 
Center during archiving because it performs the task of 
metadata harvesting, it translates the data into the most 
widely used format for further processing, and performs 
the quality checking. Th is software is not kept internal 
to UNAVCO, but rather is shared on the web and is 
responsible for a signifi cant fraction of the web traffi  c 
into UNAVCO. In addition to keeping this software 
updated with the latest in capabilities necessary for 
translating the raw formats of newer receiver models, 
UNAVCO continually adds functionality such as new 
receiver format translation capabilities, and refi nements 
to quality checking capabilities. Th e process of getting 
results in today’s geodetic measurement world leverages 
the considerable development eff orts of the GNSS 
equipment manufacturers in the private sector who 
support the wide range of consumer level and industrial 
utilization of GNSS and in the process support the 
science applications. While the science market is not 
the most profi table for these companies, many of them 
look to UNAVCO as a source of unbiased information 
on the usability and quality of their equipment. 
UNAVCO will many times be the fi rst to uncover data 
problems associated with new equipment, fi rmware or 
data formats because of the capabilities of UNAVCO’s 
Development and Testing project. Th e D&T staff  and 
the manufacturers similarly benefi t by close interaction 
with the software development experts keeping TEQC 
up to date. With the large volume of data fl owing 
through the archiving systems at UNAVCO, we are 
able to stay at the forefront of knowledge and ability to 
advise the wider community on the cutting edge GNSS 
technology.

Th e power and fl exibility of the DAIv2 (see highlight) 
has also been a boon to the D&T eff orts within 
UNAVCO. As the time series plotting capability of the 
DAIv2 was being developed, software engineers working 
on the GUI stay in close contact with UNAVCO D&T 
engineers to assemble requirements and then to have the 
D&T engineers test functionality. Th e latest plotting 
capability within the DAIv2 that allows the user to 
see the QC time series or the processed position time 
series now is suffi  ciently powerful to aid the engineers 
in diagnosing a failing antenna or seeing local weather 
or vegetation impacts on particular station. Overall 
this can signifi cantly aid in saving time and money in 
station operation and maintenance as well as ensuring 
the investment in instrumentation installations reaps the 
greatest benefi t in high quality data and products.

IMAGING DATA MANAGEMENT, ARCHIVING AND 
DISTRIBUTION.  

Th e UNAVCO Facility is extensively involved with 
the development and implementation of imaging data 
management including archiving and distribution.  
Th e role and extent of support varies signifi cantly by 
data type.  In the case of satellite InSAR, nearly all 
UNAVCO support activities are provided by the Facility 
Data Group.  But in the case of airborne LiDAR, data 
are distributed primarily through an external source, 
i.e. Open Topography. For TLS data, UNAVCO will 
develop and implement a comprehensive repository 
and distribution system. Fortunately, diff erent imaging 
data types often share similar characteristics and 
common strategies for dealing with diff erent datasets 
can be developed and applied. For example, UNAVCO 
is developing a data system for high altitude aircraft 
LiDAR data for a funded NASA ROSES project called 
“Science Data Systems for Satellite and Airborne LiDAR 
Data” (NASA NNX10AF12A). Th is work includes 
eff orts to defi ne enhanced quality control metrics and a 
standard data format for point data and waveforms to 
improve evaluation of data quality, data usability, and 
to make NASA LiDAR products more accessible to end 
users as well as to provide an integrated system for web 
services-based access to distributed archives in order to 
improve the ease with which users can access point cloud 
and waveform LiDAR data, on-demand digital elevation 
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DATA ARCHIVE INTERFACE  MODERN WEBBASED SEARCH AND ACCESS

Data search and access tools at UNAVCO continue to evolve to enhance the user’s ability to fl exibly fi nd and download data of interest. 
The latest Data Archive Interface (called DAIv2) (Inset) was released two years ago and continues to be enhanced with features that 
allow users tailor their searches to highly specifi c needs, including fi nd position time series products for PBO stations, or data fi les 
for particular time periods and spatial criteria, or metadata histories at a particular site, as a few examples. The system is built on web 
services that interface to the Data Center Oracle database. UNAVCO’s web-based Data Archive Interface GUI search tool realizes 
a unique design feature by providing both input and output capability (i.e. search parameters and results) in three interacting panels 
related to the three most useful domains for data search: spatial, temporal, and attribute (or metadata) domains. The graphical view of 
data availability through time is unmatched by any other similar interface for GNSS data at global data centers. Because the spatial 
search uses the familiar Google maps interface, similar controls are built into the temporal availability graphical view, allowing for 
zoom in and zoom out as well as panning and scrolling. Building upon this intuitive design, the interface layers on additional views and 
information including photos of station setups, listings of metadata history, and the ability to display and explore plots of QC parameters 
and time series products for one or more stations simultaneously. For users who intend to simply discover in an automated way the new 
stations meeting their search criteria, or wishing to track metadata state on a suite of stations on a daily basis, or numerous other tasks 
where the action could be desirable to automate or where a GUI is an impediment, the UNAVCO web services based Java clients can be 
downloaded to any machine and integrated into automated scripts.

The power of web services is that they can be re-used, and can be utilized externally as well as internally. The web services that form the 
back-end for the DAIv2 are also being leveraged for the Cyberinfrastructure that is being used in the modernization of the Geodetic Seamless 
Archive Centers (GSAC); this modernization is being funded as a 2-year NASA ROSES grant, with UNAVCO as lead institution in 
partnership with SOPAC, CDDIS, and University of Nevada, Reno Geodetic Laboratory. The resulting system will facilitate comprehensive 
user access to a broad range of space geodetic data across multiple archive centers, each with their own web services backend allowing 
participation in federated searches. The GSAC science partner, the University of Nevada, Reno (UNR), will test the GSAC system 

and web services by incorporating them 
into their daily GNSS data processing 
scheme. The effort will include quality 
assessment of current and legacy data 
that will be a product of the analysis/
testing phase performed by the science 
partner.

S C I E N C E  H I G H L I G H T

Data Archive Interface
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models (DEMs) generation, and derivative products and 
visualizations. As part of that project we are examining 
the feasibility of using UNIDATA’s RAMADDA data 
repository system. Initial results are very promising and 
RAMADDA should work well for TLS data as well.

FOSTERING INTERNATIONAL DATA SHARING  

UNAVCO’s open data policy has been a highly visible 
and important contribution to the cause of international 
data sharing. A signature eff ort in this regard is the 
Supersites support that UNAVCO provides to GEO 
(Group on Earth Observations). Supersites was 
conceived as a mechanism to foster sharing of geodetic, 
seismic, InSAR imagery and other data in identifi ed 
high population zones of with elevated tectonic 
or volcanic hazard, including southern California, 
Istanbul, Tokyo, Vesuvius, Etna and others. Many space 
agencies and investigators contribute open access to 
data and science results in the hope that easy access to 
Earth science data will promote their use and advance 
scientifi c research, ultimately leading to reduced loss 
of life from natural hazards. UNAVCO has provided 
technical web site support, contributes its GNSS data, 
and orders, downloads, organizes and indexes SAR data 
from the European Space Agency into easily accessed 
collections. During 2010, the occurrence of major 
destructive events in Haiti and Chile led to the approval 
of “event” Supersites by GEO. Th e websites associated 
with these event Supersites, created and maintained by 
UNAVCO, became focal points for the dissemination 
of early scientifi c results such as interferograms and 
coseismic off sets derived from GNSS data. Th e eff orts 
of UNAVCO in supporting the Supersites concept have 
been showcased in several high-level summits devoted to 
opening the datasets of scientifi c value that are currently 
held in individual countries.

4.1.7 UNIVERSITY SUBAWARDS

UNAVCO provides funding to the Scripps Orbit and 
Permanent Array Center (SOPAC), at the University 
of California, San Diego, for support of archiving of 
additional global continuous GPS data that are used by 
the UNAVCO community, maintenance of the GPS 
Seamless Archive, and other eff orts that complement 
the Facility’s archive activities. Integrated search of 

data from UNAVCO and SOPAC (and CDDIS) 
archives will be facilitated by developments funded 
by a separate NASA ROSES ACCESS grant (See data 
archive highlight). UNAVCO also provides funding 
through this cooperative agreement to MIT for the tasks 
of software development, documentation, and direct 

UNAVCO:  A Beacon for data sharing
“I truly believe that the “permanent data” open data 
policy of UNAVCO is a beacon and should remain and be 
expanded if possible…. “

“Your data policy has done much more good than harm 
and helps all of us around the world even if we cannot 
sometimes correspond from our own countries due to 
internal political/funding issues. Still if permanent data from 
remote places is made available it helps local researchers 
and everyone in the long run:
1.  Initial studies of more remote locations with “open 

data” can ensure local funding among very limited 
local resources because benefi ts of new complimentary 
installations can be proven beforehand.

2.  External open data providers can establish many more 
local ties and promote good practices

3.  When open data exists in an area local funding has a 
harder time limiting their additional data, so a “virtuous 
circle” is started... you share we share ... 

4.  When local open data policies exist researchers “get busy” 
and move investigations faster especially of more remote 
locations

5.  When open data policies exist the emphasis moves to the 
“processing and interpretation” which is where science is 
done and removes cost, ineffi ciencies and bureaucracy. It 
places the focus on “what we do” with the data and not 
on “who holds” the data. Data access should not be the 
only “ace in the hole”. We should strive to add more to 
the common understanding than just the fact that we have 
access to exclusive data from remote/diffi cult locations.

6.  Open data ensures that the data is not lost in the long run. 
As reprocessing of older data becomes more and more 
feasible we need access to all the data possible and initial 
“data restriction” efforts appear silly after some time as 
most data is eventually released.”

“I know we all have examples where none of the above 
actually happened, or where your open data policy may 
have been abused by third parties, but returning to the 
beginning I am positive that in the long run much more good 
than harm has been done. In our small measure we continue 
to aim for open data policies for permanent installations 
everywhere using UNAVCO as an example, please expand 
the policy do not restrict it!”

    - Ignacio Romero, President of the Canary GNSS Centre
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assistance to investigators using GAMIT/GLOBK. MIT 
also teaches regular UNAVCO-sponsored short courses 
to students and researchers and this activity is further 
described in the Education and Outreach section of this 
document.4.1.8 Facility Program Management

Th e Facility Program management structure refl ects two 
basic organizing principles:  Some project managers 
are the point of accountability to individual sponsors 
(EAR, OPP, and NASA).  Others head cross-cutting 
activities such as the Data Center, Development and 
Testing, or Geodetic Imaging.  Th e program managers 
are accountable for goals established in the proposal and 
annual plan, goals that serve a cross-section of sponsors 
and touch many UNAVCO undertakings.   

Th is management structure allows for fl exibility 
and accountability in meeting the requirements of 
diff erent sponsors and communities.  It also provides 
opportunities for fi eld engineering staff  to undertake 
diff erent kinds of activities, and develop their skill sets.

4.2  PLATE BOUNDARY 
OBSERVATORY PROGRAM

UNAVCO’s second major community science support 
program is Plate Boundary Observatory (PBO).  While 
PBO is funded under a separate NSF-EAR Cooperative 
Agreement that is also subject to frequent 
review, the PBO Director serves as a member 
of UNAVCO’s Senior Management Team 
and signifi cant synergies stem from sharing 
of project services, core competencies, 
and innovation between PBO and the 
UNAVCO Facility.  Th e PBO program 
was initially established to accomplish 
the Major Research Equipment Facilities 
Construction (MREFC) under the initial 
EarthScope award, together with IRIS and 
Stanford.  Since completion of PBO and 
EarthScope construction, and the transition 
to Operations and Maintenance (O&M), 
the program has taken on other projects 
with a focus on those designed to yield 
community data sets and data products, 
or those that build on specifi c technical 

and project management capabilities developed during 
PBO construction.  In addition, since Stanford’s formal 
withdrawal from EarthScope O&M, PBO is charged 
with interim oversight of San Andreas Fault Observatory 
at Depth (SAFOD) O&M subawards until a new 
management structure is established.

4.2.1 PBO CONSTRUCTION, OPERATIONS, AND 
MAINTENANCE

In 2003, UNAVCO, IRIS, and Stanford University 
were awarded Major Research Equipment and Facilities 
Construction (MREFC) funds from NSF to build 
EarthScope’s three observatories to explore the structure 
and evolution of the North American continent. Th e 
UNAVCO Plate Boundary Observatory (PBO), the 
geodetic component of the EarthScope program, was 
designed to study the four-dimensional strain fi eld 
resulting from deformation across the active boundary 
zone between the Pacifi c and North American plates 
in the western United States.   Th e PBO facility 
components included a community designed and 
integrated network of strainmeters and GPS receivers 
coupled with geochronology and aerial and satellite 
imagery.  Taken together these instruments, techniques, 
and geodetic imagery span a broad temporal spectrum 
of plate boundary deformation.  Results from PBO 

Figure 16. Plate Boundary Observatory.  PBO is an integrated geodetic network 
composed of instruments and techniques designed to observe deformation at a 
variety of temporal scales from many hertz to millennia.   Th e network is revealing a 
rich tapestry of deformation and displacement fi elds that reveal the expected wealth 
of tectonic deformation as well as unexpectedly rich signals related to environmental 
factors such as hydrologic and snow pack loading, soil moisture, and atmospheric 
unrest.
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have already transformed our understanding of the 
processes that drive deformation at plate boundaries, the 
rheological structure of the lithosphere, the mechanisms 
for strain release on active faults, and the size, shape, and 
behavior of magma reservoirs and conduits beneath the 
surface and how they infl uence volcano magma fl ow and 
deformation.  

Th e core of PBO is a geodetic observatory that consists 
of an integrated network of 1100 continuously 
operating GPS stations (CGPS), 100 meteorological 
stations co-located with GPS, 76 borehole strainmeters, 
26 tiltmeters, 79 short-period borehole seismometers, 
six long baseline laser strainmeters, and 100 portable 
GPS systems. PBO provides high-quality geodetic 
data products from these networks to the scientifi c 
community.  Th e borehole seismic and strain 
instruments are well suited for capturing short-term 
transient deformation (from seconds to a month) 
and consequently play a central role in observing 
phenomena that occur in the seconds before, during, 
and after earthquakes, as well as slow fault-slip events 
and volcanic eruptions.  GPS is particularly well 
suited for long-period transient deformation, such as 
those associated with viscoelastic relaxation following 
earthquakes, episodic tremor and slip, and decadal-
scale strain accumulation and plate motion. By 
using this suite of complementary techniques, PBO 
provides unprecedented spatial and temporal coverage 
of time-dependent deformation signals essential to 
understanding the fundamental physics that govern 
deformation, faulting, and fl uid transport in Earth’s 
lithosphere. Under UNAVCO management, the PBO 
network has delivered data streams that meet and exceed 
the design specifi cation for nearly every technique. 
Upon acquisition, all of the data and data products from 
EarthScope are freely and openly available to the science 
and educational communities, and the public.

PBO Data Flow and Products:  Th e Plate Boundary 
Observatory collects, archives and distributes data from 
a broad network of over 1400 geodetic and seismic 
instruments located across the continental United 
States and Alaska.  Th ese data are freely and openly 
available to the public, with equal access provided for 
all users.  PBO’s data products include the raw data 

collected from each instrument (called Level 0 data), 
quality-checked data in formats commonly used by 
PBO’s various user communities (Level 1 data), and 
processed data products such as calibrated time series, 
velocity fi elds, and error estimates (Level 2 data).   PBO 
maintains data archives at the UNAVCO Data Center, 
UC Berkeley’s Northern California Earthquake Data 
Center (NCEDC) and the IRIS Data Management 
Center (DMC).  Data for each type of instrument can 
be accessed from the PBO website or directly from 
the archives themselves.  Information on the available 
methods of data access is provided in the data section of 
the PBO website.

4.2.2 SAFOD OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE

At the end of the construction phase of PBO, 
UNAVCO was asked to assume responsibility 
for subaward oversight for the San Andreas Fault 
Observatory at Depth (SAFOD) component of 
EarthScope.  SAFOD subawards include core handling 
and storage, SAFOD data fl ow, and the refurbishment 
of the SAFOD borehole array.  Th is activity has become 
larger and more complex than the initial scope of 
work.  In particular, UNAVCO managed removal of the 
SAFOD down-hole instrumentation so that NSF could 
evaluate its mode of failure shortly after installation.   In 
addition UNAVCO staff  have developed a Core Viewer 
tool that uses Google Earth capabilities (http://www.
earthscope.org/data/safod_core_samples).   

4.2.3  EXPANDED SCOPE FOR PBO AND OTHER 
COMMUNITY DATA SETS

Th e PBO program has taken on other projects that 
use UNAVCO’s network construction and project 
management expertise, when those projects align 
with the community-vetted core values and goals in 
the UNAVCO Strategic Plan and when NSF-EAR 
has judged such projects to be in the interests of its 
university PI community.   

Augmentations to PBO come from PI or agency requests 
to add network infrastructure such as adding GPS, 
meteorological monitoring, or borehole strainmeter/
accelerometer  installations within the PBO footprint; 
extending GPS into northern Baja California in response 
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to the April 4, 2010 El Mayor - Cucapah Earthquake; 
and a major ARRA investment by NSF in upgrading 
PBO GPS stations along the Cascadia plate margin to 
high-rate, low-latency (“real-time”) data return 

(Figure 17).

4.2.4 FACILITY PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

Th e Plate Boundary Observatory comprises several 
observational networks, and the program management 
structure is organized around the requirements of each 
system (Appendix V).  Th e largest is the 1,100 station 
GPS network, which is supported by a project manager 
in Boulder with staff  members based in two regional 
offi  ces, in southern California and Alaska, as well as a 
number of home offi  ces.  Th e strain meter and other 
borehole networks are in a separate group, located 
in Boulder and in Oregon.  Cross training of fi eld 
engineers allows for effi  ciencies in fi eld support.  Th e 
other aspects of PBO include Data Products, Software 
Development, Permitting, and Cost-Schedule control 
and are primarily centrally located and managed.

UNAVCO has developed a variety of mechanisms 
for providing support to geographically dispersed 
employees.  Th ese use a combination of technologies for 
remote business systems support, formal interactions 
over the internet, together with frequent visits to and 
from the remote locations, and some annual all-staff  
activities.

Some of the activities of PBO are managed through 

subawards:  including data analysis and some strain 
meter related activities.

On behalf of UNAVCO, PBO is scheduled to manage 
construction of fi fty new GPS/Meteorology stations 
in the Caribbean, to be integrated with data fl ow 

from 50 existing stations for generation of community 
data products.  Th is project will support process-
oriented investigations of direct relevance to Earth and 
atmospheric geohazards (Figure 18).

4.3  EDUCATION AND OUTREACH 
PROGRAM

UNAVCO also supports a vibrant Education and 
Outreach (EO) Program that was established in 2004. 
Th e 2009-2013 UNAVCO strategic plan deliberately 
commits the organization to full integration of EO 

Program activities as part of its core 
mission and vision. EO funding derives 
from several sources and is anchored by 
the NSF-EAR Cooperative Agreement 
for Community and Facility support.  
Th e EO Director serves as a member of 
UNAVCO’s Senior Management Team 
and this program is woven into the fabric 
of all UNAVCO endeavors and touches 
the UNAVCO academic community 
across many dimensions. UNAVCO EO 
activities are under parallel review by NSF-
EAR and so are only briefl y summarized 
here.
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Since its founding in 2004, UNAVCO EO has quickly 
become an essential resource to geodesists and the 
broader geosciences community.  It has established 
partnerships with EarthScope, IRIS, and UCAR EO 
programs, as well as with professional organizations 
such as SACNAS, that share its goals for geoscience 
diversity, education, and workforce development.  Close 
coordination of UNAVCO’s program portfolio with 
those of its partners, especially the NSF Geosciences 
funded facilities, has supported strong synergies among 
the programs, niche defi nition for each, and good 
stewardship and balance among the programs, while 
sustaining broad program impact for each facility. 

Th e UNAVCO EO program provides the structure and 
professional expertise to catalyze and implement EO 
goals among its stakeholders. Th e program portfolio 
includes professional short courses and workshops for 
research and education for K-12 faculty; support to 
principal investigators in developing the broader impact 
of their work; in-residence programs for geodesy science 
community members and educators; multi-year, closely 
mentored RESESS student internships for geosciences 
diversity and workforce development; and ongoing 
outreach in professional venues and through information 
technology.  Th e staffi  ng for these programs was in fl ux 
in 2010, with a new Director and recruitment to fi ll 
other vacancies for new or continuing positions.

4.3.1 SHORT COURSES AND WORKSHOPS

UNAVCO engages teachers, university faculty, and 
science community members through EO professional 
development workshops, short courses, seminars and 
conference sessions throughout the year.  Th ese courses 
and workshops include the biennial UNAVCO Science 
Workshop, courses and workshops focused on particular 
geodetic technologies or specifi c regional programs (e.g. 
Polar technology or the Africa Array), and ongoing 
workshops covering processing software, data access, 
basic geodesy, and data for educators.  

Each of the courses and workshops involves organization 
and coordination from the UNAVCO EO team, logistics 
and operational support from within UNAVCO, and 
essential contributions from community members 
as leaders and as participants.  Th e identifi cation, 
selection and support of these workshops require close 
cooperation among research, engineering, education and 
management teams within UNAVCO; increasingly we 
coordinate education workshops with science workshops 
(e.g. the “Teaching Geodesy in the 21st Century” 
workshop with the March 2010 UNAVCO Science 
Workshop) and UNAVCO workshops with national 
or international conferences.  Th e UNAVCO EO staff  
also serves as leaders, moderators and participants at 
external workshops, often in recognition of UNAVCO’s 
roles in, for example, geoscience education or diversity.  
We anticipate increasing use of remote access and 
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Figure 19. RESESS Intern, John Braswell presents his research 
poster at the 2010 RESESS/SOARS Colloquium, August 2010.

Figure 20. RESESS Intern, Arlenys Ramirez presents her poster at 
the 2010 SACNAS Conference.
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online delivery tools for these education activities.  We 
currently provide relevant information on UNAVCO 
courses and workshops, including links and updates, 
through social networking sites (UNAVCO Facebook 
page, Twitter, and YouTube) on a regular basis.

4.3.2  INRESIDENCE PROGRAMS INCLUDING 
RESESS

UNAVCO EO hosts and manages the fl agship 
geoscience summer internship program RESESS: 
Research Experience for Solid Earth Science Students.  
RESESS specifi cally addresses the goal of increasing 
participation in the geosciences by individuals from 
underrepresented populations, as well as a more general 
goal of increasing the perceived relevance of geosciences 
among broad and diverse segments of the population.

Th e 2010 RESESS cohort included eleven students – a 
record in this high impact program.  Th ree returned and 
eight came as fi rst-year interns.  Th e eleven included 
four women and seven men, from African American, 
Hispanic and ethnically mixed backgrounds.  During an 
eleven-week program, the interns experienced a creative, 
fun leadership-training week followed by research with 
a science mentor at a geoscience institution.  Summer 
activities in 2010 included communications workshops, 
weekend fi eld trips, and fi eld training on geodetic 

techniques.  Th e interns received writing support from 
writing mentors.  At summer’s end interns presented 
their summer research at a RESESS colloquium and at 
a joint poster session with partner program, SOARS.  
RESESS also provides modest scholarship support 
as well as practical advice and support for preparing 
graduate school applications.  

Nine students from summer 2010 submitted research 
abstracts to fall conferences, four to AGU.  Two former 
RESESS interns have moved into Ph.D. programs, 
and two into M.S. programs.  Most of the current 
interns intend to attend graduate school.  Th e EO team 
works to build a larger pool of mentors and sponsors 
for subsequent years, and to advertise the program 
opportunities to a broader array of individuals and 
institutions.  

UNAVCO periodically off ers professional residency 
programs, including Master Teacher-in-Residence and 
Faculty-in-Residence programs.  During these one- to 
two-week programs, participants share experience and 
focus on developing and polishing teaching activities 
and educational modules relevant to geodesy.  All of 
these professional development activities involve EO in 
close cooperation with other UNAVCO staff .

4.3.3 ONGOING OUTREACH

Th e EO team at UNAVCO sustains an active outreach 
eff ort, including web site development, kiosk displays, 
and a UNAVCO presence at national and international 
conferences.  Th e EO team members play a leading 
role in providing fresh and event-based content to 
the current UNAVCO website highlights.  EO staff  
participate actively in the design, production and 
deployment of a new UNAVCO website.  UNAVCO 
EO supported the IPY PoleNet project to create a 
kiosk-based exhibit focused on Polar science; the 
exhibit includes ‘Power through the Polar Night’, an 
interactive game allowing users to explore the power 
demands and options to support research in extreme 
polar environments.  UNAVCO EO organizes and 
implements UNAVCO exhibits at ongoing (AGU, GSA) 
and specialized (e.g. EarthScope, IPY Oslo Science) 
conferences.  In addition to a colorful interactive exhibit, 
EO supports a variety of ‘booth’ events at professional 
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Figure 21. RESESS Intern, John Braswell in 
the fi eld learning to operate a Terrestrial Laser 
Scanner.
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conferences, including scheduled and ad hoc workshops 
and demonstrations, in support of  UNAVCO Facility 
and Community programs.

4.3.4 EVALUATION

UNAVCO EO applies a variety of evaluation and 
assessment tools to the array of EO activities.  Th ese 
include questionnaires to collect participant feedback 
from events and workshops, external evaluator surveys 
and interviews of former workshop and short course 
participants, follow-up surveys and interviews to track 
impact and use of workshop products, and various 
web metrics.  Th e EO team continually revises and 
restructures its materials, services and events in response 
to evaluation and feedback information.  For example, 
EO teacher activities now include more time to allow 
participants to focus on techniques to incorporate 
activities into their courses, more time on basic geodesy 
concepts, and UNAVCO-focused content embedded 
into longer and more in-depth professional development 
workshops.  Overall, we know that teachers show 
enthusiasm for using GPS data and fresh geodetic 
science in their Earth science curricula.

4.3.5 SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

Th e small UNAVCO EO team broadens its reach 
and amplifi es its impact through partnerships with 
UNAVCO researchers and engineers and with research, 
education and outreach partners throughout the 
UNAVCO community.  Together with these partners 
we take an open, proactive approach to new ideas, 
technologies, and opportunities.  Th e EO program is 
an integral part of UNAVCO and the vigorous EO 
program is essential to UNAVCO’s mission. 

Th rough internal teamwork and external collaboration, 
geodetic education and outreach can stimulate curiosity 
and enthusiasm. Geodesists observe both small and 
large changes within the dynamic planet and in the 
relationships of the solid Earth to its enveloping oceans, 
ice caps, surface waters and atmosphere; these changes 
relate directly to events and processes with great societal 
impact.  By direct and collaborative engagement in 
education and outreach, UNAVCO demonstrates how 
science can better meet its urgent responsibility to create 

a science- and Earth-literate citizenry and to engage and 
equip the future scientifi c workforce.  Geodesy contains 
relevance, practical examples, accessible data, and 
conceptual resonance with a broad range of elemental 
scientifi c concepts – it represents a critical and relevant 
resource for science education and for public outreach.

Th e Education and Outreach Program is relatively small, 
with a fl at structure that is centrally managed in Boulder.

4.4 CROSSCUTTING ACTIVITIES
While UNAVCO’s program structure has provided 
a strong framework for managing accountability and 
support of a diverse set of community needs, there 
are an array of crosscutting activities that unite staff  
around common goals and lead to broad interaction and 
integration of eff orts.

4.4.1  EVENT RESPONSE IN SUPPORT OF HAZARDS 
SCIENCE

As part of the 2008 and 2009 Shake Out earthquake 
drills in southern California, UNAVCO’s organizational 
event response capabilities were tested and refi ned 
to ensure robust protocols for decision-making and 
geodetic observations in the wake of a natural disaster, 
where geodetic observations were likely to strengthen 
hazards science studies undertaken by the UNAVCO 
Community.   

In 2010, four signifi cant earthquakes have tested 
this organizational capability, requiring adaptive 
management of protocols during responses to the 
January 12, 2010 Mw=7.0 Haiti; February 27, 2010 
Mw=8.8 Maule (Chile); April 4, 2010 Mw=7.2 El 
Mayor – Cucapah (Baja California, Mexico); and 
September 3, 2010 Mw-7.0 South Island of New 
Zealand earthquakes.  By rotating Event Response 
Coordinator duties from event to event, the 
competencies reside at the organizational level.  Th e 
event response coordinator manages communications, 
support requests, logistics and decision-making 
both within UNAVCO and in cooperation with the 
community at-large. Th e organization has been nimble 
in meeting these rapidly evolving project needs. 

UNAVCO Programs
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4.4.2  A SAMPLING OF OTHER CROSSCUTTING 
WORK

UNAVCO is in the fi nal stages of a beta release of 
the website visual redesign, which emphasizes the 
crosscutting nature of consortium work rather than 
the programmatic structure of activities.  Th is project 
has relied on a team drawn from each of UNAVCO’s 
programs in support of common goals.      

Similarly, UNAVCO senior managers, project managers, 
and supervisors have come together for an annual retreat 
where programmatic activities for the year are prioritized 
by alignment with the community’s Strategic Plan.

4.4.3 SUMMARY

Th us, cross-cutting activities are variously managed by 
program directors or the president as appropriate to the 
initiative.  Th ese projects have allowed us to strengthen 
interactions among staff  at the middle and lower levels 
of the organization, and to create opportunities to work 
across organizational  boundaries.  Such integration will 
become increasingly important as we plan for the follow-
on, integrated 2013 cooperative agreement.

4.5 COMMUNITY COLLABORATION
UNAVCO directly collaborates on community proposals 
outside of the CA in a number of ways.   Th e Facility 
may receive a subaward from a university, UNAVCO 
may submit as a partner on an NSF collaborative 
proposal, or it may serve as the umbrella organization 
for a number of member institutions and collaborators.  
Th e latter is quite common for workshop proposals, 
as well as for infrastructure requests to EAR or OPP, 
the Plate Boundary Observatory or COCONet.  Agile 
management allows for UNAVCO to shape the facility 
role in order to optimize project support.  

Current community collaborations are linked directly 
from www.unavco.org, and include growth areas 
such as new capabilities in geodetic imaging such as 
WInSAR, INTERFACE, the TLS MRI and other lidar 
collaboratives; new or expanded GPS networks such 
as AfricaArray, COCONet, EarthScope, LARISSA, 
and POLENET; event response capabilities such as 
expanded CGPS observations in Baja California and 
Chile,  Supersites, and other hazard response eff orts; 
data products such as velocity and strain fi elds (Western 
US  Velocity Field; Global Strain Rate Map), or 
reference frame products like SNARF; and community 
Education and Outreach eff orts such as RESESS 
(Research experiences in Solid Earth Science for 
Students) or TOTLE (Teachers on the Leading Edge).  
In each of these cases, UNAVCO’s role is tailored to 
meet project needs in a manner that is supportive of 
or complementary to community capabilities.  Exact 
defi nition of roles and responsibilities typically follows 
community requests.
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5.  Program & UNAVCO Management Structure
Th e UNAVCO management structure comprises 
three programs – UNAVCO Facility, Education and 
Outreach, and Plate Boundary Observatory; a business 
services division – Program Support Services; and the 
Executive Offi  ce.   Th e central administration and 
senior management functions are located at the main 
offi  ce in Boulder Colorado. Th e full-time president of 
the organization, appointed by the Board of Directors, 
is charged with overall management of UNAVCO staff  
and awards.  Th e Senior Management team includes 
four directors and the president:

 M. Meghan Miller
      President

 Chuck Meertens
      Director, UNAVCO Facility

 Mike Jackson
      Director, Plate Boundary Observatory

 Dave Carlson
      Director, Education and Outreach 

 Gail Strobel
      Director, Program Support Services

•

•

•

•

•

Th is lean leadership model was implemented in 2009 
to strengthen alignment of the organizational structure 
with the 2009-2013 Strategic Plan and to keep the 
organization nimble and effi  cient in meeting community 
needs and sponsor requirements.  

A Director manages each core program, with oversight 
by the appropriate Advisory Committee; UNAVCO 
employees staff  each of the programs.  Most UNAVCO 
staff  members are assigned to the main offi  ce in Boulder, 
Colorado although their assignments often take 
them around the world. Plate Boundary Observatory 
maintains two regional and many home offi  ces for 
seventeen staff  members involved in routine operations 
and maintenance of the disseminated observatory 
infrastructure.

For each of the technical programs – UNAVCO Facility 
and PBO, the project managers within the program 
report to the director.  Th e project managers are 
responsible for the implementation of particular aspects 
of the program with clear accountability to the Director 
and, in the case of the Facility, to a particular sponsor or 
program element in the Cooperative Agreement.

Program & UNAVCO Management Structure

Figure 22. UNAVCO Inc Sponsorship.  Th e history and near term projection of UNAVCO revenues by sponsor.  Core EAR 
funding and NASA funding for the UNAVCO Facility has been relatively stable for several years, with some EAR augmentation 
for TLS activities.   Core support for NSF-OPP activities has taken hold during the current funding interval and is expected to 
continue.  PBO construction created the momentum for UNAVCO to become an independent organization, and continues 
to sustain it through operations and maintenance with the recent increase refl ecting the Cascadia Initiative. Other sources 
refl ect ARRA enhancements to several core PBO and Facility activities.
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5.1  FUNDING HISTORY AND RESOURCE 
ALLOCATION

5.1.1 SPONSORSHIP

Th e National Science Foundation is UNAVCO’s core 
sponsor.  Since inception, NSF – EAR has managed 
UNAVCO core programs under cooperative agreements 
that specify programmatic terms and conditions of the 
award, (Appendix VI) with funding from NSF-EAR 
as well as from other programs within NSF, NASA, or 
other sources.  Since 2003, two cooperative agreements 
have been active at any one time:  one for UNAVCO 
Community and Facility core funding and a second for 
EarthScope activities – primarily the Plate Boundary 
Observatory.   Th e Community and Facility award is 
negotiated, coordinated, and overseen by NSF – Earth 
Sciences Directorate, Instrumentation and Facilities 
Program on behalf of sponsors within and outside of 
NSF.  NASA’s Earth Surface and Interior Focus Area 
and the Arctic and Antarctic Programs within NSF 
Offi  ce of Polar Programs each provide signifi cant annual 
contributions to Community and Facility activities.  
Other funding sources are conveyed as supplements to 
the Cooperative Agreement in response to emerging 
programmatic needs.  For instance, combined USGS, 
NASA, and NSF support for InSAR data acquisitions 
has been funded in this way.  

UNAVCO also receives awards outside of the 
cooperative agreements, as standard or continuing grants 
from NSF or other agencies, or as subawards from 
community partners.  Agency sponsors may be from 
within EAR or NSF, such as the Geophysics Program, 
Offi  ce of International Science and Engineering 
Program, or the Offi  ce for Enhancing Diversity in the 
Geosciences.  Direct awards are also sometimes made 
from another agency for work that enhances community 
and facility capabilities and that aligns with UNAVCO’s 
core values.   For instance, NOAA has funded upgrades 
for meteorological monitoring at PBO stations; NASA 
supports web services enhancements to the Data Center 
that will make the holdings of other archives transparent 
to the Data Archive Interface.

Lastly, UNAVCO has developed the capability to 
undertake full-cost recovery work to be used when 
opportunities align with its core values, strategic goals, 
and community science interests; and when those 
opportunities complements its core sponsor relationships 
and activities.

5.1.2 BUDGET DEVELOPMENT AND APPROVAL

Th ere are two aspects to the budget process:  budget 
development for proposals that may be awarded for 
periods of up to fi ve years, and an annual budget process 
for continuing cooperative agreements and UNAVCO 
business and management activities funded from 
indirect rates such as G&A, facilities charges, and the 
fringe rate.  

Budgets are developed at the proposal stage through 
defi nition of a statement of work or scope for the project 
plan that is vetted with UNAVCO governance.  Th e 
budget identifi es the costs associated with performing 
the proposed work, and is optimized to meet 
community and sponsor requirements either during 
proposal development or by budget revision when the  
award is made.  For standard and continuing grants, 
the award governs resources that can be allocated to the 
project consistent with federal award administration 
requirements with the caveat that UNAVCO’s indirect 
rates may vary from year to year.  Any changes in scope 
or signifi cant changes in cost are negotiated with the 
sponsor.  For cooperative agreements, the statement of 
work and annual budget is reviewed on an annual basis 
for continuing funding. Th e relevant program advisory 
committee advises continuing work, and annual budgets 
are refi ned with close communication between the 
program director and the program offi  cer.  

UNAVCO operates under annual maximum provisional 
indirect rate agreements that may vary from year to 
year; the fi nal indirect rate is not known until the 
fi scal year has closed, then the fi nal rate is retroactively 
applied to all awards.  Unlike a university, UNAVCO’s 
fi nal indirect rate refl ects the actual funds expended 
during its fi scal year on general and administrative costs 
(G&A) and ancillary indirect cost pools (fringe and 
facilities), and the direct costs during the same period.  
If direct award expenditures exceed expectations or 

Program & UNAVCO Management Structure
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are delayed to a subsequent budget year, the fi nal rate 
may be somewhat lower or higher than projected in 
the proposal, award, or annual forecast.  Forecasting of 
this rate is managed very closely throughout the year to 
ensure stewardship of these funds to support an optimal 
rate.

For indirect costs, preliminary budget projections are 
developed by June, for review by the board; the board 
seeks review by the Audit and Finance Committee.  
During August and September, with feedback from 
the Audit and Finance Committee and as the funding 
expectation for the direct programs is better known, 
the budget plan is fi nalized for board approval. Th e 
Controller integrates direct and indirect budgets so 
that rates can be estimated and used by programs for 
refi nement of the monthly spending plans that are 
used to forecast the rate and adherence to it during the 
subsequent fi scal year. 

A formal request for a maximum provisional rate is 
made to NSF once the budgets are fi nalized.  Budgets 
are managed on a monthly basis, as spending varies 
widely between months during a given year.  Direct 
and indirect costs are monitored monthly to support 
management of the rate and to make necessary 
adjustments to meet both scope and budget constraints.

5.1.3 ANNUAL REPORTING

After year-end, the fi nancial statements are audited and 
the indirect rates for the previous year are fi nalized and 
applied.  At that time, a fi nal incurred cost summary is 
provided to NSF showing actual fi nancial performance 
for the year, and the alignment of expenditures with the 
budget plan. 

Program & UNAVCO Management Structure
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